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DIOPHANTINE APPROXIMATION ON FRACTALS: HAUSDORFF
MEASURES OF SHRINKING TARGETS ON SELF-CONFORMAL SETS
DEMI ALLEN AND BALA´ZS BA´RA´NY
Abstract. Motivated by a classical question of Mahler (1984), Levesley, Salp, and
Velani (2007) showed that the Hausdorff measure of the set of points in the middle-third
Cantor set which are ψ-well-approximable by triadic rationals satisfies a zero-full dicho-
tomy. More precisely, the Hausdorff measure of this set is either zero or full according
to, respectively, the convergence or divergence of a certain sum which is dependent on ψ.
In this article, we prove an analogue of this result, obtaining a zero-full dichotomy for
Hausdorff measure, in the setting of more general self-conformal sets with an appropriate
adapted notion of approximation. Unlike in the work of Levesley, Salp, and Velani, we
show that we are unable to apply the Mass Transference Principle due to Beresnevich
and Velani (2006) in our setting. Instead, our proof relies on recasting the problem in
the language of symbolic dynamics and appealing to several concepts from thermody-
namic formalism, eventually enabling us to use an analogue of the mass distribution
principle. In addition to demonstrating how our main result naturally extends the work
of Levesley, Salp, and Velani, and complements some recent work of Baker (2018), we
apply our main result to obtain a Jarn´ık type statement for the Hausdorff measure of
the set of badly approximable numbers which are “well-approximable” in some sense by
fixed quadratic irrationals. This relies on the fact that the set of badly approximable
numbers with partial quotients bounded above by a fixed M P N forms a self-conformal,
but not self-similar, set. Hence this is a novel application of our main result which does
not follow directly from previous results in this direction.
1. Introduction and Statement of Results
The central theme of Diophantine Approximation is understanding how well real num-
bers can be approximated by rationals and various generalisations thereof. To this end, a
classical set (and its variations and higher dimensional analogues) which has been stud-
ied extensively is the set of ψ-well-approximable points. Given an approximating function
ψ : NÑ R` :“ r0,8q, the classical set of ψ-well-approximable points, which we will denote
by W pψq, is defined as follows:
W pψq :“
"
x P r0, 1s :
ˇˇˇˇ
x´ p
q
ˇˇˇˇ
ă ψpqq for infinitely many pp, qq P Zˆ N
*
.
In metric Diophantine Approximation, there is a particular emphasis on understanding
the “size” of sets such as W pψq. For the set of ψ-well-approximable points, we have the
following classical results due to Khintchine and Jarn´ık regarding, respectively, Lebesgue
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measure and Hausdorff measure (see Section 1.3 for definitions of Hausdorff measure and
dimension). Throughout we will denote the Lebesgue measure of a set F Ă Rd by |F | and
we will denote the Hausdorff s-measure of F by HspF q.
Khintchine’s Theorem. Let ψ : NÑ R` be an approximating function. Then
|W pψq| “
$’&’%
0 if
ř8
q“1 qψpqq ă 8,
1 if
ř8
q“1 qψpqq “ 8 and ψ is monotonic.
Jarn´ık’s Theorem. Let ψ : N Ñ R` be an approximating function and let s P p0, 1q.
Then
HspW pψqq “
$’&’%
0 if
ř8
q“1 qψpqqs ă 8,
8 if ř8q“1 qψpqqs “ 8 and ψ is monotonic.
Remark. The statements we give above are modern day improvements of Khintchine’s
Theorem and Jarn´ık’s Theorem. The original results published in, respectively, [28] and
[22] were subject to additional technical constraints. For further details we refer the reader
to, for example, [5] and references therein.
Taken together, Khintchine’s Theorem and Jarn´ık’s Theorem provide a fairly compre-
hensive description of the “size” of the set W pψq and so the metric description of W pψq
is essentially complete. However, the theory of how W pψq interacts with other sets is
currently somewhat less well understood and has become a highly popular topic in Di-
ophantine Approximation. In recent years, there has been increasing interest in under-
standing how the set W pψq interacts with certain fractal sets, especially Cantor-like sets,
and establishing appropriate analogues of Khintchine’s Theorem and Jarn´ık’s Theorem in
these generalised settings.
1.1. Diophantine Approximation on the Cantor Set. In his note “Some Suggestions
for Further Research” [35], Mahler posed the question:
How close can irrational elements of Cantor’s set be approximated by ra-
tional numbers
(i) in Cantor’s set, and
(ii) by rational numbers not in Cantor’s set?
Subsequently, this question has attracted a great deal of attention and a number of
papers have been published addressing Mahler’s question and natural analagous questions.
One such paper which goes some way towards addressing part piq of Mahler’s question and
which is, in a sense, the main motivation for the present article, is the work of Levesley,
Salp and Velani [32].
Before discussing the work of Levesley, Salp and Velani in more detail, for completeness,
we briefly mention here several other works relating to Mahler’s question. In [8, 15, 16],
Fishman and several coauthors have studied various aspects of part piq of Mahler’s ques-
tion. Part piiq of Mahler’s question is considered in a complementary paper by Fishman
and Simmons [17] and later by Simmons and Weiss [40]. In [31], Kristensen considered the
problem of approximating points in missing digit sets by algebraic numbers (see Section
2.1 for more information on missing digit sets). One can reformulate Mahler’s question
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as a question about irrationality exponents of points in the middle-third Cantor set, see
[9]. From this point of view, the first step towards addressing Mahler’s question was the
paper of Weiss [44] and further results of this nature have been obtained in [9, 10, 32, 38].
Returning to the motivating result of Levesley, Salp and Velani [32], let ψ : NÑ R` be
an approximating function and let A be any infinite subset of N. We consider the following
modified set of ψ-well-approximable points:
WApψq :“
"
x P r0, 1s :
ˇˇˇˇ
x´ p
q
ˇˇˇˇ
ă ψpqq for infinitely many pp, qq P ZˆA
*
.
Notice that if we were to take A “ N in the above definition then we would recover W pψq
precisely.
Throughout, let us denote byK the middle-third Cantor set and let γ :“ dimHK “ log 2log 3 .
Note that dimHK denotes the Hausdorff dimension of K (see Section 1.3 for a definition).
Next, consider the set B :“ t3n : n “ 0, 1, 2, . . . u. The following is a specialised version1
of the main result of Levesley, Salp and Velani in [32].
Theorem 1.1 (Levesley – Salp – Velani, [32]). Let s ě 0. Then,
HspWBpψq XKq “
$’&’%
0 if
ř8
n“1 ψp3nqs ˆ p3nqγ ă 8,
HspKq if ř8n“1 ψp3nqs ˆ p3nqγ “ 8.
Recall that HspF q denotes the Hausdorff s-measure of a set F Ă Rd (see Section 1.3 for
a definition).
The main motivating aim of the current paper was to provide a generalisation of The-
orem 1.1 for more general iterated function systems. The kinds of sets which this problem
naturally leads us to consider bear a striking resemblance to so-called shrinking target
problems.
1.2. Shrinking Target Problems. In so-called shrinking target problems the basic idea
is that we have a point, say y P X where X is a metric space, and a decreasing sequence
prnqnPN of real numbers. The balls Bn “ Bpy, rnq are our targets. Given a map T : X Ñ X,
we are interested in the set of points x P X for which T nx hits the target Bn infinitely
often; that is, we are interested in the set
Bpyq : “ tx P X : T nx P Bn for infinitely many n P Nu
“ lim sup
nÑ8
T´nBn.
A related problem which is also of interest is when we have moving targets. Given a
map T : X Ñ X, a point y P X, and a (decreasing) sequence of real numbers prnqnPN,
in this case we consider the set of points which are hit infinitely often by the targets
B1n “ BpT ny, rnq. That is, we are interested in the set
BpT q : “ tx P X : x P B1n for infinitely many n P Nu
“ lim sup
nÑ8
B1n.
Another related problem is study of the recurrence set, when we consider the set
Br :“ tx P X : T nx P Bpx, rnq for infinitely many n P Nu
1In [32], Theorem 1.1 is stated in terms of Hausdorff f -measure, Hf , for a general gauge function f .
Here, for simplicity, we state the result only in terms of Hausdorff s-measure.
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with a (decreasing) sequence of real numbers prnqnPN.
The study of shrinking target problems was initiated by Hill and Velani [19] in 1995.
Since then, many more authors have contributed to the study of shrinking targets, moving
targets, and recurrence sets. To name but a few, see [3, 19, 20, 23, 24, 37] and references
within.
Recasting the set WApψq in the language of shrinking targets, Wang, Wu and Xu [43]
were able to prove an “inhomogeneous” counterpart to Theorem 1.1. For their purposes,
fix X “ K to be the middle-third Cantor set and consider the map T3 : K Ñ K defined
by
T3x “ 3x mod 1.
For a map ϕ : NÑ R` and a fixed y P K, let
Spy, ϕq : “ tx P K : |T n3 x´ y| ă ϕpnq for infinitely many n P Nu
“ lim sup
nÑ8
T´n3 Bpy, ϕpnqq.
Recall that γ “ log 2
log 3
. In [43], Wang, Wu and Xu established the following statement2
regarding the Hausdorff measure of the set Spy, ϕq.
Theorem 1.2 (Wang – Wu – Xu, [43]). Let s ă γ. Then, for any y P K,
HspSpy, ϕqq “
$’’&’’%
0 if
ř8
n“1
´
ϕpnq
3n
¯s
ˆ p3nqγ ă 8,
HspKq if ř8n“1 ´ϕpnq3n ¯s ˆ p3nqγ “ 8.
When ϕpnq “ 3nψp3nq, we have that Sp0, ϕq “ WApψq and so, at least when s ă γ,
Theorem 1.2 gives an inhomogeneous extension of Theorem 1.1. In recent years, several
other authors have also studied the problem of shrinking targets on fractals. For example,
Chernov and Kleinbock [12] studied the measure of shrinking target sets with respect to
ergodic measures, Chang, Wu and Wu [11] very recently studied the problem of shrinking
targets on linear iterated iterated function systems consisting of maps with equal contrac-
tion ratios, Koivusalo and Ramı´rez [30] considered shrinking targets on self-affine sets, the
second author and Rams computed the Hausdorff dimension for certain shrinking targets
on Bedford-McMullen carpets [4], and Seuret and Wang considered some related problems
in the setting of conformal iterated function systems [39].
The main result (Theorem 1.6) of this paper constitutes an analogue of Theorem 1.1
for self-conformal iterated function systems. As will become evident throughout the proof
of Theorem 1.6, it will often be most useful to view the sets under consideration as ap-
propriate shrinking target sets. Before stating our main result in Section 1.4, we will first
establish a number of necessary preliminaries and notation which will be used throughout.
1.3. Some Preliminaries and Notation.
1.3.1. Hausdorff measure and dimension. Here we briefly recall the definitions of Haus-
dorff s-measure and Hausdorff dimension. Suppose F Ă Rd and let ρ ą 0 be a real
number. A ρ-cover for F is a countable collection of balls tBiuiPN such that F Ă
Ť
iPNBi
and rpBiq ă ρ for all i P N. Here, rpBq denotes the radius of a ball B Ă Rd. Given a real
2In [43, Theorem 3.3], Wang, Wu and Xu state their result in terms of more general gauge functions f .
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number s ě 0, we define the ρ-approximate s-dimensional Hausdorff measure of F , which
we denote by HsρpF q, as follows:
HsρpF q “ inf
#ÿ
iPN
rpBiqs : tBiuiPN is a ρ-cover for F
+
.
The Hausdorff s-measure of F , denoted by HspF q, is defined to be
HspF q :“ lim
ρÑ0
HsρpF q.
The Hausdorff dimension of F , dimH F , is given by
dimH F :“ infts ě 0 : HspF q “ 0u.
For further details regarding Hausdorff measure and dimension we refer the reader to [14].
1.3.2. Conformal iterated function systems. Here we collect together some concepts and
notation relating to iterated function systems which will be used throughout. Fix d P N
and let D Ă Rd be a simply connected compact set such that D “ Do. Here we denote
the interior of a set F Ă Rd by F o and we denote its closure by F . We say that a map
f : D ÞÑ D is contracting if there exists a constant 0 ă c ă 1 such that
}fpxq ´ fpyq} ď c}x´ y}
for every x, y P D. Throughout, } ¨ } : Rd Ñ R` will be any fixed norm on Rd.
Let Λ be a finite set of symbols and let Φ “ tfi : D ÞÑ DuiPΛ be a finite set of contracting
mappings. We call Φ an iterated function system (IFS). Hutchinson [21] showed that there
exists a unique non-empty compact set X such that
X “
ď
iPΛ
fipXq.
We call X the attractor of Φ.
We say that a mapping f : D ÞÑ D is C1`ε-conformal if the derivative f 1pxq is Ho¨lder
continuous with exponent ε ą 0 and for every x P D and y P Rd,
}f 1pxqy} “ }f 1pxq}}y}.
Recall that a mapping f : D Ñ R is Ho¨lder continuous with exponent ε if there exists a
constant C ą 0 such that for all x, y P D we have
}fpxq ´ fpyq} ď C}x´ y}ε.
Using the conformality of f and the simply connectedness of D, for every x, y P D there
exist ξ, ξ1 P D such that
}f 1pξq}}x´ y} ď }fpxq ´ fpyq} ď }f 1pξ1q}}x´ y}. (1.1)
Throughout the paper, we will always assume that the IFS Φ consists of C1`ε-conformal
mappings. In this case, we refer to Φ as a conformal iterated function system and we call
the attractor of the conformal IFS Φ a self-conformal set. In the special case when the
IFS consists of similarities, i.e. there exist constants 0 ă ci ă 1 for each i P Λ such that
for all x, y P D we have
}fipxq ´ fipyq} “ ci}x´ y},
we say that Φ is a self-similar iterated function system and that the attractor is a self-
similar set. Clearly, self-similar sets are self-conformal.
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Throughout this paper, we will also assume that Φ satisfies the open set condition. We
say that Φ satisfies the open set condition (OSC) if there exists an open set U Ă D such
that
fipUq Ă U for every i P Λ,
and fipUq X fjpUq “ H for all i ‰ j P Λ.
If the attractor X of Φ satisfies the even stronger condition that
fipXq X fjpXq “ H for all i ‰ j P Λ,
we say that X satisfies the strong separation condition. Moreover, by the compactness
of D, there exist constants 0 ă amin ď amax ă 1 such that
amin ď min
xPD
}f 1ipxq} ď max
xPD
}f 1ipxq} ď amax (1.2)
for every i P Λ.
For more details on the basic theory of iterated function systems see, for example, [14].
Example 1. The middle-third Cantor set, K, is the attractor of the iterated function
system ΦK :“ tfi : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1suiPt1,2u consisting of the similarities f1pxq “ 13x and
f2pxq “ 13x` 23 . Thus, K is a self-similar (and, therefore, also self-conformal) set. Also
notice that ΦK satisfies the open set condition.
Let us denote by Λ˚ the set of all finite sequences formed of the symbols in Λ, i.e.
Λ˚ “
8ď
n“0
Λn.
We will denote the length of i P Λ˚ by |i|. We will also use the following shorthand
notation:
fi “ fi1 ˝ fi2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ fi|i|, and Xi “ fipXq.
We will adopt the convention that fHpxq “ x.
Combining (1.2) with the chain rule, we have that for any i P Λ˚ that
a
|i|
min ď min
xPD
}f 1ipxq} ď max
xPD
}f 1ipxq} ď a|i|max. (1.3)
The IFS Φ satisfies the so-called bounded distortion property. That is, there exists a
constant C ě 1 such that for every i P Λ˚ and for all x, y P X we have
C´1 ď }f
1
ipxq}
}f 1
i
pyq} ď C. (1.4)
For a proof of this fact we refer the reader to work of Simon, Solomyak and Urban´ski [41,
Lemma 5.8].
Combining (1.1) with the bounded distortion property we see that, for every Y Ď D,
ξ P X and i P Λ˚,
C´1diampfipY qq ď }f 1ipξq}diampY q ď CdiampfipY qq, (1.5)
where C is the constant appearing in (1.4).
The pressure function P : R ÞÑ R corresponding to the IFS Φ is defined as follows,
P psq “ lim
nÑ8
1
n
log
ÿ
iPΛn
}f 1ipxq}s, (1.6)
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where x P X. Note that by the bounded distortion property (1.4), the function P is
independent of the choice of x P X. It is easy to see that P is strictly monotonically
decreasing and continuous.
Peres, Rams, Simon and Solomyak [36, Theorem 1.1] showed that Φ satisfies the open
set condition if and only if
0 ă HdpXq ă 8, (1.7)
where d is the unique solution of the equation P pdq “ 0. In this case d “ dimHX. This
result was later generalized by Ka¨enma¨ki and Rossi [25, Proposition 3.5].
1.4. Statement of Results. Let Φ be a conformal iterated function system as described
in the previous section. Suppose that X is the attractor of Φ. Given an approximating
function Ψ: Λ˚ ÞÑ R`, for each x P X we will be interested in the Hausdorff measure of
the set
W px,Ψq :“ ty P X : }y ´ fipxq} ă Ψpiq for infinitely many i P Λ˚u. (1.8)
The Hausdorff dimension of W px,Ψq was (implicitly) established by Hill and Velani
in [19] for Ψ : Λ˚ Ñ R` of the form
Ψpiq “ diampXiqψp|i|q (1.9)
where ψ : N Ñ R` is any monotonic decreasing approximating function. To state their
result, let us define the the shrinking rate of a function ψ : N ÞÑ R` as
α “ αpψq “ lim inf
nÑ8 ´
logψpnq
n
.
Note that α can be `8. The following theorem can be deduced from [19, Theorem 7].
Theorem 1.3 (Hill – Velani, [19]). Let Φ be a conformal iterated function system with
attractor X satisfying the open set condition. Let x P X and let ψ : N ÞÑ R` be a mono-
tonic decreasing function. Denote by α :“ αpψq the shrinking rate of ψ. Then, for the
approximating function Ψpiq “ diampXiqψp|i|q and the set W px,Ψq as defined in (1.8), we
have
dimHpW px,Ψqq “
#
0 if α “ 8,
s if 0 ď α ă 8,
where s is the unique root of the equation P psq “ sα.
More recently, Baker has made progress towards understanding the Hausdorff measure
of the set W px,Ψq. More precisely, the next theorem can be deduced from Baker [1,
Theorem 1.4].
Theorem 1.4 (Baker, [1]). Let Φ be a conformal iterated function system with attractor X
satisfying the open set condition. Let x P X and let ψ : N ÞÑ R` be a monotonic decreasing
function. Let Ψpiq “ diampXiqψp|i|q and let W px,Ψq be as defined in (1.8). Then
HdpW px,Ψqq “
$’&’%
0 if
ř
iPΛ˚ Ψpiqd ă 8,
HdpXq if řiPΛ˚ Ψpiqd “ 8,
where d “ dimHX is the unique solution of P pdq “ 0.
By combining the Mass Transference Principle (Theorem 7.1) due to Beresnevich and
Velani [6] with Theorem 1.4, Baker also derives the following result in [1, Theorem 5.1].
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Theorem 1.5 (Baker, [1]). Let Φ be a conformal iterated function system with attractor
X satisfying the open set condition. Given x P X and Ψ : Λ˚ Ñ R`, let W px,Ψq be
defined as in (1.8).
(i) Let s ą 0 and suppose that ÿ
iPΛ˚
Ψpiqs ă 8.
Then, HspW px,Ψqq “ 0 for all x P X.
(ii) Let ψ : NÑ R` be a monotonic decreasing approximating function and suppose that
Ψpiq “ diampXiqψp|i|q. Then, ifÿ
iPΛ˚
ΨpiqdimHpXq “ 8
we have
HspW px,Ψ dimHXs qq “ HspXq
for all x P X and s ď dimHX. Here, Ψtpiq “ Ψpiqt “ pdiampXiqψp|i|qqt.
Remark. We note that Theorem 1.5 piq holds for any iterated function systems, not
just those which are conformal and satisfy the open set condition. While we will only be
concerned here with self-conformal sets satisfying the open set condition, for completeness
we remark that Baker has also made progress in [2] more generally towards establishing
analogues of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 when the iterated function systems under consideration
do not satisfy the open set condition.
Complementary to the Hausdorff dimension result of Hill and Velani (Theorem 1.3)
and the Hausdorff measure results of Baker (Theorems 1.4 and 1.5), the main result of the
present paper is the following theorem which provides a more complete characterisation
of the Hausdorff measure of the set W px,Ψq when Ψ takes the form given in (1.9).
Theorem 1.6 (Main result). Let Φ be a conformal iterated function system with attractor
X satisfying the open set condition. Let x P X and let ψ : N ÞÑ R` be a monotonic
decreasing function. Let Ψpiq “ diampXiqψp|i|q and let W px,Ψq be as in (1.8). Then, for
any open ball B Ă Rd,
HspW px,Ψq XBq “
$’&’%
0 if
ř
iPΛ˚ Ψpiqs ă 8,
HspX XBq if řiPΛ˚ Ψpiqs “ 8.
In Theorem 1.5 piiq, Baker obtains the Hausdorff s-measure of the set W px,Ψ dimHXs q.
That is, as s varies so does the set for which the Hausdorff s-measure is obtained. By
comparison, in Theorem 1.6 we are able to vary s and obtain the Hausdorff s-measure
of W px,Ψq without any modification to the function Ψ. The reason for this difference
is that the strategy Baker uses in [1] to prove Theorem 1.5 piiq involves an application
of the Mass Transference Principle and this necessitates the slight modification that we
see of the set under consideration. Actually, one might expect that the natural strategy
for proving Theorem 1.6 would also be to use the Mass Transference Principle. Indeed,
the Mass Transference Principle plays a crucial role in [32] in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
However, interestingly, we show in Section 7 that the Mass Transference Principle cannot
be applied in our setting to prove Theorem 1.6. That said, although we are unable to
use the Mass Transference Principle directly, it is worth remarking that the overarching
strategy we use for the proof of Theorem 1.6 is still inspired by some of the underlying
ideas in the proof of the Mass Transference Principle in [6].
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2. Some Applications/Consequences of Theorem 1.6
In this section we discuss some applications and consequences of our main theorem
(Theorem 1.6). Since the main aim of this paper was to provide a generalisation of
Theorem 1.1 to more general self-conformal iterated function systems, we first demonstrate
in Section 2.1 how Theorem 1.1 can be deduced from Theorem 1.6, albeit subject to an
additional monotonicity condition which was not present in the original result of Levesley,
Salp and Velani [32]. Although we have to impose an additional monotonicity condition
to deduce Theorem 1.1, our result does provide some other advantages compared with
Theorem 1.1. In Section 2.1, we additionally discuss more general missing digit sets and
record a higher dimensional analogue of the results of Levesley, Salp and Velani in [32].
In Section 2.2, we show how Theorem 1.6 can be applied to study a problem related to
approximating badly approximable numbers by quadratic irrationals. We obtain a Jarn´ık
type statement in our particular setting which, to the best of our knowledge, has not
previously been considered.
2.1. The Cantor Set and Other Missing Digit Sets. We begin this section by show-
ing how Theorem 1.1 may be deduced from Theorem 1.6, subject to an additional con-
straint on the monotonicity of the approximating function ψ. In particular, assume that
ψ : NÑ R` is such that 3nψp3nq is monotonically decreasing.
Recall from Example 1 that the middle-third Cantor set, K, is the attractor of the self-
similar (and thus conformal) iterated function system ΦK :“ tfi : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1suiPt1,2u
consisting of the similarities f1pxq “ 13x and f2pxq “ 13x` 23 .
Next, let ϕ : NÑ R` be defined by ϕpnq “ 3nψp3nq and let Ψ : Λ˚ Ñ R` be defined by
Ψpiq “ diampXiqϕp|i|q,
as in (1.9). In this case Λ “ t1, 2u. Notice that if i P Λ˚ is such that |i| “ n, then
Ψpiq “ diampXiqϕp|i|q “ 3´n ˆ 3nψp3nq “ ψp3nq
and, hence, ÿ
iPΛ˚
Ψpiqs “
8ÿ
n“1
#ti P Λ˚ : |i| “ nu ˆ ψp3nqs
“
8ÿ
n“1
2nψp3nqs
“
8ÿ
n“1
p3nqγψp3nqs.
Thus, it follows from Theorem 1.6 that, for any x P K, we have
HspW px,Ψq X r0, 1sq “
$’&’%
0 if
ř8
n“1 p3nqγψp3nqs ă 8,
HspKq if ř8n“1 p3nqγψp3nqs “ 8.
Theorem 1.1 then follows (subject to the additional monotonicity) upon noting that
W p0,Ψq X r0, 1s ĂWBpψq XK Ă pW p0,Ψq X r0, 1sq Y pW p1,Ψq X r0, 1sq.
In [32], Levesley, Salp and Velani also extended Theorem 1.1 to a statement about
more general missing digit sets. Suppose b ě 3 is an integer and Jpbq is any proper subset
of the set Spbq :“ t0, 1, . . . , b ´ 1u. Denote by KJpbq the missing digit set consisting of
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the numbers x P r0, 1s for which there exists a base-b expansion consisting only of digits
from Jpbq. For example, the middle-third Cantor set is an example of a missing digit set
corresponding to taking b “ 3 and Jpbq “ t0, 2u. In general it can be seen that KJpbq
can also be defined as the attractor of #Jpbq similarities each with contraction ratio 1
b
.
Furthermore, it can easily be verified that the Hausdorff dimension of KJpbq is
γ˚ :“ dimHKJpbq “
log#Jpbq
log b
.
Now, let Apbq “ tbn : n “ 0, 1, 2, . . . u and let ψ : NÑ R` be an approximating function.
Recall that, using our earlier notation,
WApbqpψq :“
"
x P r0, 1s :
ˇˇˇˇ
x´ p
q
ˇˇˇˇ
ă ψpqq for infinitely many pp, qq P ZˆApbq
*
.
Note that in the present notation WBpψq “ WAp3qpψq. In [32], Levesley, Salp and Velani
state the following generalisation3 of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 2.1 (Levesley – Salp – Velani, [32]). Let s ě 0. Then,
HspWApbqpψq XKJpbqq “
$’&’%
0 if
ř8
n“1 ψpbnqs ˆ pbnqγ
˚ ă 8,
HspKJpbqq if
ř8
n“1 ψpbnqs ˆ pbnqγ
˚ “ 8.
Using a similar argument to above, Theorem 2.1 may also be deduced from Theorem 1.6
subject to an appropriate monotonicity condition. Furthermore, we may also easily deduce
a higher dimensional analogue of Theorem 2.1 from Theorem 1.6. For this application of
Theorem 1.6, let us consider Rd equipped with the supremum norm. Again, let b ě 3 be an
integer and let J1pbq, . . . , Jdpbq be proper subsets of Spbq. Let us consider the d-dimensional
“missing digit” set
KJ “
dź
i“1
KJipbq
formed by taking the Cartesian product of the usual missing digit sets KJipbq (1 ď i ď dq.
Notice that here we may have different “missing digits” in each coordinate direction.
Let NJ “
śd
i“1#Jipbq and notice thatKJ is the attractor of an iterated function system
consisting of NJ similarities which all have contraction ratio
1
b
. Additionally, KJ satisfies
the open set condition and has Hausdorff dimension
γJ :“ dimHKJ “ logNJ
log b
.
Theorem 1.6 can be used to deduce the following corollary which constitutes a higher
dimensional analogue of Theorems 1.1 and 2.1.
Corollary 2.2. Let Λ :“ t1, 2, . . . , NJu and let ΦJ :“ tfi : r0, 1sd Ñ r0, 1sduiPΛ be the
iterated function system as described above which has attractor KJ. Let ψ : NÑ R` be an
approximating function such that bnψpbnq is monotonically decreasing. Let ϕ : NÑ R` be
3In [32, Theorem 4] the result is stated for general gauge functions f whereas here for simplicity, again,
we opt to state the result only in terms of Hausdorff s-measure.
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defined by ϕpnq “ bnψpbnq and let Ψpiq “ diampXiqϕpiq. For x P KJ, let W px,Ψq be as
defined in (1.8). Then, for any x P KJ and s ě 0, we have
HspW px,Ψqq “
$’&’%
0 if
ř8
n“1 ψpbnqs ˆ pbnqγ
J ă 8,
HspKJq if
ř8
n“1 ψpbnqs ˆ pbnqγ
J “ 8.
As far as we are aware, Corollary 2.2 has not been written down previously. While it
follows easily as a corollary to Theorem 1.6, we believe it is likely that Corollary 2.2 could
also have been proved with more work using methods similar to those used in [32] to prove
Theorem 1.1.
So far, we have only applied Theorem 1.6 to iterated function systems formed of maps
with equal contraction ratios. Although this nicely demonstrates that Theorem 1.6 fits in
with and is a natural generalisation of existing results, these examples do little to reflect the
full generality of Theorem 1.6. Throughout the remainder of this section and Section 2.2,
we provide some examples which highlight some of the novel aspects of Theorem 1.6. For
example, something quite simple which is novel about Theorem 1.6 (and to some extent
Theorems 1.4 and 1.5) is that it can also be applied to self-similar sets formed of maps
with different contraction ratios. To illustrate this, let us consider again the middle-
third Cantor set. Although arguably the most natural way to represent the middle-third
Cantor set is as the attractor of the IFS described in Example 1, this is by no means
the only way. For example, let Φ1K “ tf1, f2, f3u be the IFS consisting of the similarities
fi : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s defined by
f1pxq “ 1
9
x, f2pxq “ 1
9
x` 2
9
, and f3pxq “ 1
3
x` 2
3
.
The attractor of Φ1K is also the middle-third Cantor set. Notice though that here the
similarities in the underlying IFS do not have the same contraction ratios. For this reason
(see Section 7), the methods from [32] break down when using this representation of the
middle-third Cantor set. However, in this respect, Theorem 1.6 is more robust and still
applies when we use Φ1K (or any other sensible representation of the middle-third Cantor
set).
Aside from this, the main advantage of Theorem 1.6 over some of its predecessors is that
it allows us to consider approximation in much more general iterated function systems.
We give an example of this in the next section.
2.2. Badly Approximable Numbers and Quadratic Irrationals. In this section, we
apply Theorem 1.6 to obtain a Jarn´ık type statement for the set of badly approximable
numbers which are “well-approximable” by a fixed quadratic irrational. We achieve this by
utilising the correspondence between badly approximable numbers and partial quotients
of continued fraction expansions, and by expressing the numbers with continued fraction
expansions with partial quotients bounded by M P N as the attractor of a conformal
iterated function system.
Recall that a number x P r0, 1s is said to be badly approximable if there exists a constant
c “ cpxq ą 0, dependent on x, such that for every p
q
P Q we haveˇˇˇˇ
x´ p
q
ˇˇˇˇ
ą c
q2
.
It is well known that a number is badly approximable if and only if its continued fraction
expansion has bounded partial quotients (see, for example, [5, Theorem 1.15]).
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For x P r0, 1s, let ra1, a2, . . . s denote its continued fraction expansion. Note that this
expansion will be finite if x is rational. Recall that the ai’s are called the partial quotients
of x and are the numbers which arise when we write x in the form
x “ 1
a1 ` 1a2` 1
a3`
1
...
with ai P N for each i P N. The partial quotients, ai, can also be defined via the Gauss
map. The Gauss map is the map T : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s defined by
T pxq “
$&%0 if x “ 0,1
x
´ X 1
x
\
for x P p0, 1s.
For each n ě 1, an “
Z
1
T n´1x
^
.
For our present purposes, another useful way for us to view the continued fraction
expansion of x P r0, 1s is the following. For every integer a ě 1, let
fapyq “ 1
a` y .
We have
x “ ra1, a2, . . .s “ lim
nÑ8 fa1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ fanp1q.
If x P p0, 1s is badly approximable, then there exists Q ě 1 such that an ď Q for every
n ě 1. Let us denote the set of badly approximable numbers in p0, 1s by Bad, and denote
by BadQ the numbers x P Bad such that anpxq ď Q for every n ě 1 (where anpxq is the
nth partial quotient of x). By definition, BadQ is the attractor of the IFS tfa ˝ fbuQa,b“1.
Moreover, it is easy to see that this IFS is conformal and satisfies the open set condition.
Recall that x P r0, 1s is a quadratic irrational if it is irrational and is a root of a
quadratic polynomial ax2 ` bx ` c “ 0, where a ‰ 0 and a, b, c are integers. It is well
known that x P r0, 1s is a quadratic irrational if and only if x has an eventually periodic
continued fraction expansion; that is, there exist finite sequences ω “ pω1, . . . , ωℓq and
τ “ pτ1, . . . , τmq such that
x “ rω1, . . . , ωℓ, τ1, . . . , τms,
where τ denotes the infinite periodic sequence formed by repeating τ . We will denote the
set of quadratic irrationals in r0, 1s by QI.
Given a monotonically decreasing approximating function ψ : N ÞÑ R`, let
W pψ;Bad;QIq :“ tx P Bad : Dα P QI : |T npxq ´ α| ă ψpnq for infinitely many n P Nu .
Thus,W pψ;Bad;QIq is the set of badly approximable numbers which are “well-approximable”
by a fixed quadratic irrational. We will investigate the Hausdorff measure ofW pψ;Bad;QIq.
Notice that it is sensible to fix the quadratic irrational in the definition of W pψ;Bad;QIq
corresponding to a given x P Bad, otherwise we would necessarily haveW pψ;Bad;QIq “ Bad
since quadratic irrationals are dense in the reals.
Let us now adapt some standard notation from the usual theory of continued fractions.
For the proofs and more details, see [33, Section 2] or [29].
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For a sequence of integers tanu8n“1, let
qn`1pa1, . . . , an`1q :“ qn`1 “ an`1qn ` qn´1, and
pn`1pa1, . . . , an`1q :“ pn`1 “ an`1pn ` pn´1
for n ě 1, where we define p´1 “ q0 “ 1 and p0 “ q´1 “ 0. Then,
fa1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ fanpxq “
pn´1x` pn
qn´1x` qn .
Moreover, for every 0 ă k ă n and a1, . . . , an P N we have
1 ď qnpa1, . . . , anq
qkpa1, . . . , akqqn´kpak`1, . . . , anq ď 2, (2.1)
and, for every x P r0, 1s,
1
4q2n
ď |pfa1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ fanq1pxq| ď
1
q2n
.
Thus, combining the above bounds with the bounded distortion property (1.4), there exists
a constant K ě 1, depending on Q but independent of the sequence a1, a2, . . . , an, such
that
1
K
ˆ 1
qnpa1, . . . , anq2 ď diampfa1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ fanpBadQqq ď
K
qnpa1, . . . , anq2 . (2.2)
Now, we are ready to state a corollary of our main result.
Theorem 2.3. Let W pψ;Bad;QIq be the set defined above. We have
HspW pψ;Bad;QIqq “
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
0 if, @Q ě 1,
8ř
n“1
Qř
a1,...,an“1
ψpnqs
qnpa1, . . . , anq2s ă 8,
8 if DQ ě 1 such that
8ř
n“1
Qř
a1,...,an“1
ψpnqs
qnpa1, . . . , anq2s “ 8.
Proof. If x PW pψ;Bad;QIq then there exists α “ αpxq P QI such that |T npxq´α| ă ψpnq
for infinitely many n P N. On the other hand, there exists Q1 ě 1 such that x P BadQ1
and since α is quasi-periodic there exists Q2 ě 1 such that α P BadQ2 . Hence, x P BadQ
and α P QIXBadQ, where Q “ maxtQ1, Q2u. Thus, x PWQpψ;αq where
WQpψ;αq “ tx P BadQ : |T npxq ´ α| ă ψpnq for infinitely many n P Nu .
So, we have that
W pψ;Bad;QIq “
8ď
Q“1
ď
αPQIXBadQ
WQpψ;αq. (2.3)
It is easy to see that if x P WQpψ;αq then we must have |T 2npxq ´ α| ă ψp2nq for
infinitely many n P N or |T 2n`1pxq ´α| ă ψp2n` 1q for infinitely many n P N. Hence, we
can decompose WQpψ;αq into
WQpψ;αq “ UQpψ0;αq Y T pUQpψ1;αqq,
where ψ0pnq “ ψp2nq and ψ1pnq “ ψp2n ` 1q and
UQpψi;αq “ tx P BadQ : |T 2npxq ´ α| ă ψipnq for infinitely many n P Nu.
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Since the set BadQ is the attractor of the conformal IFS tfa ˝ fbuQa,b“1, it follows from
Theorem 1.6 taken together with (2.2) that, for any α P QIXBadQ, we have
HspUQpψi, αqq “
$’&’%
0 if
ř8
n“1
řQ
a1“1,...,a2n“1
ψipnqs
q2npa1,...,a2nq2s ă 8
8 if ř8n“1řQa1“1,...,a2n“1 ψipnqsq2npa1,...,a2nq2s “ 8.
(2.4)
On the other hand,
8ÿ
n“1
Qÿ
a1,...,an“1
ψpnqs
qnpa1, . . . , anq2s “
8ÿ
n“1
Qÿ
a1,...,a2n“1
ψp2nqs
q2npa1, . . . , a2nq2s`
8ÿ
n“0
Qÿ
a1,...,a2n`1“1
ψp2n ` 1qs
q2n`1pa1, . . . , a2n`1q2s .
By (2.1),
8ÿ
n“0
Qÿ
a1,...,a2n`1“1
ψp2n ` 1qs
q2n`1pa1, . . . , a2n`1q2s ď 2
8ÿ
n“0
Qÿ
a1,...,a2n`1“1
ψp2n ` 1qs
q1pa2n`1q2sq2npa1, . . . , a2nq2s
“ 2
˜
Qÿ
a“1
q1paq´2s
¸ 8ÿ
n“0
Qÿ
a1,...,a2n“1
ψp2n ` 1qs
q2npa1, . . . , a2nq2s ,
and the other inequality
8ÿ
n“0
Qÿ
a1,...,a2n`1“1
ψp2n ` 1qs
q2n`1pa1, . . . , a2n`1q2s ě
˜
Qÿ
a“1
q1paq´2s
¸ 8ÿ
n“0
Qÿ
a1,...,a2n“1
ψp2n ` 1qs
q2npa1, . . . , a2nq2s
follows by similar argument. Thus,
8ř
n“1
Qř
a1,...,an“1
ψpnqs
qnpa1, . . . , anq2s is finite if and only if
8ÿ
n“1
Qÿ
a1“1,...,a2n“1
ψipnqs
q2npa1, . . . , a2nq2s ă 8
for i “ 0, 1. Then the statement follows by (2.3) and (2.4). 
3. Proof of the Main Result (Theorem 1.6)
We first note that the convergence part of Theorem 1.6 is contained in greater generality
in Theorem 1.5 piq. When řiPΛ˚ Ψpiqs ă 8, the proof that HspW px,Ψqq “ 0 follows from
a standard covering argument combined with the definition of Hausdorff measure. For
further details see the argument given in [1, §3.2]. Thus, it remains to prove the divergence
part of Theorem 1.6.
An observation that is central to proving the convergence part of the result, and which
we will also make use of for the divergence case, is that the set W px,Ψq is the lim sup set
of the family of balls tBpfipxq,ΨpiqquiPΛ˚ . That is,
W px,Ψq “ ty P Rd : y P Bpfipxq,Ψpiqq for infinitely many i P Λ˚u.
Equivalently, we have
W px,Ψq “
8č
n“0
ď
iPΛ˚
|i|ěn
Bpfipxq,Ψpiqq.
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Throughout, Bpx, rq denotes a ball in Rd, with respect to the fixed norm } ¨ }, centered at
x with radius r.
In proving Theorem 1.6, we first show that it follows from Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 that the
problem can be reduced to the case when P psq “ sα where α :“ αpψq is the shrinking rate
of ψ and P is the pressure function defined in (1.6). To tackle the proof in the remaining
case, we use the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Let Φ be a conformal iterated function system with attractor X satis-
fying the open set condition. Let x P X and let ψ : N ÞÑ R` be a monotonic decreasing
function with shrinking rate 0 ă αpψq ă 8. Let Ψpiq “ diampXiqψp|i|q and let s be the
unique solution of the equation P psq “ sαpψq. For the set W px,Ψq defined in (1.8), if
8ÿ
n“1
ψpnqs
ÿ
iPΛn
}f 1ipxq}s “ 8,
then
HspW px,Ψqq “ 8.
In the remainder of this section, we will give the proof of Theorem 1.6 assuming Pro-
position 3.1. The rest of the paper will then be devoted to establishing Proposition 3.1
and a number of other required technical lemmas. The key to establishing Proposition 3.1
is proving the existence of a suitable mass distribution as outlined in Proposition 4.4. We
will give a more detailed outline of the structure of the rest of the paper in Section 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.6 (Divergence). Recall that we are givenÿ
iPΛ˚
Ψpiqs “ 8. (3.1)
It follows from (1.5) together with the bounded distortion property (1.4) that, for every
x P X, we have
8ÿ
n“1
ψpnqs
ÿ
iPΛn
}f 1ipxq}s “ 8. (3.2)
Next, let α denote the shrinking rate of ψ. First of all, let us consider the case when
α “ 8. It follows from (1.3) that
8 “
8ÿ
n“1
ψpnqs
ÿ
iPΛn
}f 1ipxq}s ď
8ÿ
n“1
ψpnqsp7Λasmaxqn,
which is possible if and only if s “ 0. Otherwise, it follows from the definition of α that
the terms in the sum on the far right-hand side become too small, thus forcing the sum to
converge. However, it can be seen that W px,Ψq has continuum many elements. Indeed,
it is a countable intersection of open and dense sets and, hence, it is a dense Gδ set by
Baire’s category theorem, see [18, Theorem 6.54]. Thus, H0pW px,Ψq XBq “ 8 for every
open ball B in X and so we may assume that α ă 8.
Next, observe that, by the root test, it follows from (3.2) that
1 ď lim sup
nÑ8
n
d
ψpnqs
ÿ
iPΛn
}f 1ipxq}s “ e´αseP psq. (3.3)
If α “ 0 then P psq ě 0. Furthermore, in this case, dimHpW px,Ψqq “ d :“ dimHX
by Theorem 1.3 and the result of Ka¨enma¨ki and Rossi that dimHX “ d where d is the
unique solution of the equation P pdq “ 0. Since P psq is strictly monotonically decreasing,
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if P psq ą 0 then s ă d and, hence, HspW px,Ψqq “ 8. If P psq “ 0 then s “ d “ dimHX
and the statement follows from Theorem 1.4 since W px,Ψq has full measure. Thus, we
may assume that 0 ă α ă 8.
Note that it follows from (3.3) that P psq ě sα. If P psq ą sα then by Theorem 1.3,
dimHpW px,Ψqq ą s and thus the statement follows again. So, for the remainder of the
proof, suppose that P psq “ sα.
Now, let B be a ball such that X X B ‰ H. Since the maps of Φ are uniformly
contracting, there exists i P Λ˚ so that fipXq Ď B. Let rΨpjq “ diampXjq rψp|j|q, whererψpnq “ C´1ψpn ` |i|q and C ą 1 is the constant in (1.4). From (3.2) and the bounds on
f 1 given in (1.3), we have
8ÿ
n“0
rψpnqs ÿ
jPΛn
}f 1jpxq}s “ C´s
8ÿ
n“0
ψpn` |i|qs
ÿ
jPΛn
}f 1jpxq}s
ě C´sp7Λq´|i|a´s|i|max
8ÿ
n“0
ψpn ` |i|qs
ÿ
jPΛn`|i|
}f 1jpxq}s “ 8.
Thus, by Proposition 3.1, we have HspW px, rΨqq “ 8.
Next, suppose that }y ´ fjpxq} ă rΨpjq. Employing the mean value theorem (1.1) and
(1.5), we see that
}fipyq ´ fijpxq} ď }f 1ipξq}}y ´ fjpxq}
ă }f 1ipξq}rΨp|j|q
“ C´1}f 1ipξq}diampXjqψp|ij|q
ď diampfipXjqqψp|ij|q
“ diampXijqψp|ij|q.
Hence, if y PW px, rΨq then fipyq PW px,Ψq and thus
HspW px,Ψq XBq ě HspfipW px, rΨqq XBq “ HspfipW px, rΨqqq.
The last inequality above follows since i P Λ˚ was chosen so that fipXq Ă B and so,
consequently, we also have fipW px, rΨq Ă B.
Finally, it follows from (1.3) and (1.5) combined with the definition of Hausdorff s-
measure that
HspfipW px, rΨqqq ě a|i|sminHspW px, rΨqq.
This completes the proof. 
3.1. Structure of the paper. In the next three sections, we turn our attention to the
proof of Proposition 3.1, which will complete the proof of our main theorem (Theorem 1.6).
As hinted at previously, although we cannot use the Mass Transference Principle directly
for our purposes, the ideas underlying our argument do share some similarities with those
present in the proof of the Mass Transference Principle [6]. Namely, Proposition 3.1 relies
on the construction of a suitable Cantor-type set and a measure supported on this set
satisfying certain conditions which enable us to use a version of the mass distribution
principle. The existence of such a Cantor set together with an appropriate measure sup-
ported on this set is guaranteed by Proposition 4.4. In fact, establishing Proposition 4.4
is arguably the most substantial part of the proof of Theorem 1.6.
In Section 4, we describe the set W px,Ψq in the language of symbolic dynamics and
provide a proof of Proposition 3.1 subject to Proposition 4.4. In Section 5 we describe
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the required mass distribution, proving several technical lemmas along the way, before
completing the proof of Proposition 4.4 in Section 6 by showing that the mass distribution
we have constructed satisfies the requirements of Proposition 4.4. This completes the
proof of Theorem 1.6.
In Section 7 we provide a more detailed discussion of why we are unable to use the Mass
Transference Principle more directly in the present setting.
4. Proof of Proposition 3.1: A Symbolic Approach
In this section, we describe the shrinking target set symbolically and show how our
main result follows from the existence of a symbolic mass distribution.
Throughout, let Σ “ ΛN. Next, let σ : Σ ÞÑ Σ denote the usual left-shift operator on Σ;
namely, for i “ pi1, i2, i3, i4, . . . q P Σ,
σi “ σpi1, i2, i3, i4, . . . q “ pi2, i3, i4, . . . q.
For i “ pi1, . . . , ikq P Λ˚, the cylinder set ris is defined as
ris “ ri1, . . . , iks :“ tj P Σ : i1 “ j1, . . . , ik “ jku.
By convention, rHs “ Σ. For a sequence i P Σ and n,m P N with n ď m, let
i|mn :“ pin, . . . , imq.
For n ą m we define i|mn “ H.
For any α P p0,8q, there exists a unique ergodic σ-invariant probability measure, P,
and a constant C ě 1 such that for every i P Λ˚ and x P X
C´1 ď Pprisq
e´αs|i|}f 1
i
pxq}s ď C, (4.1)
see for example [7, Theorem 1.2].
The elements of Σ and X can be associated in a natural way. More precisely, for every
i P Σ let
πpiq “ lim
nÑ8 fi1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ finp0q.
We call the function π : Σ ÞÑ X the natural projection. It is easy to see that πpiq “
fi1pπpσiqq. In particular, for any n P N, we have
πpiq “ fi|n1 pπpσniqq. (4.2)
For x P X and ψ : NÑ R`, letĂW px, ψq :“ ti P Σ : }πpσniq ´ x} ă C´2diampXqψpnq for infinitely many n P Nu.
Here, C ą 0 is the constant in (1.4). The next lemma shows that when Ψpiq “ diampXiqψp|i|q,
the natural projection of ĂW px, ψq is contained in the set W px,Ψq.
Lemma 4.1. Let x P X and let ψ : N ÞÑ R` be a monotonically decreasing function. Let
Ψpiq “ diampXiqψp|i|q and let W px,Ψq be as in (1.8). Then
πĂW px, ψq ĎW px,Ψq.
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Proof. Let i P ĂW px, ψq. Then, using (1.1), (1.5), and (4.2), for infinitely many n P N we
have
Ψpi|n1 q “ diampXi|n1 qψpnq
ě C´1}f 1i|n1 pξq}diampXqψpnq
ě C}f 1i|n1 pξq}}πpσ
niq ´ x}
ě }πpiq ´ fi|n1 pxq}.
Thus, πpiq PW px,Ψq. 
For the rest of the paper, we fix an x P X and a symbolic representation x P Σ for
which πpxq “ x. Next, let us define ρ : N ÞÑ N as follows; let ρpnq be the unique natural
number such that
diampX
x|ρpnq1
q ď C´2diampXqψpnq ă diampX
x|ρpnq´11
q. (4.3)
Note that ρ is monotonically increasing. By combining (4.3) with (1.5) and the bounded
distortion property (1.4), it can be seen that if α is the shrinking rate of ψ defined earlier,
α “ lim inf
nÑ8
´ logψpnq
n
“ lim inf
nÑ8
´1
n
log diampX
x|ρpnq1
q “ lim inf
nÑ8
´1
n
log }f 1
x|ρpnq1
pxq}. (4.4)
For a monotonic increasing function ξ : N ÞÑ N letxW px, ξq “ ti P Σ : σni P rx|ξpnq1 s for infinitely many n P Nu. (4.5)
Lemma 4.2. Let x P Σ, let ψ : N ÞÑ R` be a monotonic decreasing function, and let ρ be
as defined in (4.3). Then, xW px, ρq Ď ĂW pπpxq, ψq.
Proof. If i P xW px, ρq, then σni P rx|ρpnq1 s for infinitely many n P N. For each such n P N,
we have πpσniq P πprx|ρpnq1 sq “ Xx|ρpnq1 . Hence, by the definition of ρ, for infinitely many
n P N we have
}πpσniq ´ πpxq} ď diampX
x|ρpnq1
q ď C´2ψpnqdiampXq. 
Our goal now is to prove the following proposition, which implies Proposition 3.1.
Proposition 4.3. Let x P Σ and let ρ : N ÞÑ N be any function such that n ÞÑ ρpnq is
monotonically increasing and for which
lim inf
nÑ8
´1
n
log }f 1
x|ρpnq1
pπpxqq} “: α P p0,8q.
Let s be the unique solution of the equation P psq “ sα. For the set xW px, ρq defined in
(4.5), if
8ÿ
n“0
eαsn}f 1
x|ρpnq1
pπpxqq}s “ 8,
then
HspπxW px, ρqq “ 8.
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Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let x “ px1, x2, . . . q P Σ be an arbitrary but fixed symbolic
coding of x P X (i.e. πpxq “ x), and assume that
8ÿ
n“1
ψpnqs
ÿ
iPΛn
}f 1ipxq}s “ 8.
Take P to be the measure described in (4.1) and let ρ : N Ñ N be as defined in (4.3).
Then, from the definitions of P and ρ it follows by (1.4) and (1.5) that
8 “
8ÿ
n“0
ψpnqs
ÿ
iPΛn
}f 1ipxq}s ď C2s`1diampXq´s
8ÿ
n“0
diampX
x|ρpnq´11
qs
ÿ
iPΛn
eαsnPprisq
ď C3s`1
8ÿ
n“0
}f 1
x|ρpnq´11
pfxρpnqpxqq}seαsn
ď C3s`1
8ÿ
n“0
a´smin}f 1xρpnqpxq}s}f 1x|ρpnq´11 pfxρpnqpxqq}
seαsn
“ C3s`1a´smin
8ÿ
n“0
}f 1
x|ρpnq1
pxq}seαsn.
To obtain the penultimate line of the above we employ the bounded distortion property
(1.4) and to obtain the final inequality we use the chain rule.
Hence, by (4.4) and Proposition 4.3, HspπxW px, ρqq “ 8. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2,
HspπxW px, ρqq ď HspW px,Ψqq, and thus the proof is complete. 
The argument we use to prove Proposition 4.3 is based on the classical mass distribution
principle (see [14, Lemma 4.2]). In order to use such an argument, we need to prove the
existence of a suitable measure. Proving the existence of such a measure is the content of
the following lemma. In fact, proving this lemma is arguably the most substantial part of
the argument required to allow us to establish the main result of this paper.
For simplicity, throughout the rest of the paper, we use the Vinogradov notation and
write A ! B to denote that A ď dB for some constant d ą 0. When we refer to explicit
constants C, these may not always be the same constant but will typically be related to
the bounded distortion property (1.4) or the constant arising in (4.1).
Proposition 4.4. Let x P Σ and let ρ : N ÞÑ N be a monotonic increasing function with
lim inf
nÑ8
´1
n
log }f 1
x|ρpnq1
pπpxqq} “: α P p0,8q.
Let s be the unique solution of the equation P psq “ sα. Suppose that
8ÿ
n“0
eαsn}f 1
x|ρpnq1
pπpxqq}s “ 8.
Then, there exists a probability measure η such that ηpxW px, ρqq “ 1 and, for every δ ą 0,
there exists a K ě 1 such that for every i P Λ˚ with |i| ě K,
ηprisq ! δ ¨ pdiampXiqqs,
where the implicit constant is independent of i and δ.
We proceed in this section by showing how Proposition 4.3 follows from Proposition 4.4.
In Section 5 we describe how to construct a suitable mass distribution and in Section 6
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we conclude the proof of Proposition 4.3 by showing that the mass distribution we have
constructed in Section 5 satisfies all the necessary properties.
For r ą 0, denote by Θr the sequences i P Λ˚ for which the cylinders fipXq have
diameter approximately equal to r. More precisely,
Θr “ ti P Λ˚ : diampXiq ď r ă diampXi||i|´11 qu.
Note that the collection of cylinders tris : i P Θru partitions Σ.
Proof of Proposition 4.3. By [26, Corollary 5.8 and Theorem 3.9], there exists a constant
C ě 0 such that for any bounded Borel subset I of Rd
7ti P ΘdiampIq : fipXq X I ‰ Hu ď C.
Let η be the probability measure described by Proposition 4.4, let δ ą 0 be arbitrary,
and let K be the corresponding index given in Proposition 4.4. Choose R ą 0 sufficiently
small such that mint|i| : i P Θru ě K for every 0 ă r ă R.
Let I be a bounded Borel subset of Rd such that diampIq ă R. We will denote by π˚µ
the pushforward of the measure µ; that is, for a set A Ď X we have π˚µpAq “ µpπ´1pAqq.
Now, by Proposition 4.4, we have
π˚ηpIq ď π˚η
¨˚
˚˝˚ ď
iPΘdiampIq
fipXqXI‰H
fipXq
‹˛‹‹‚ď ÿ
iPΘdiampIq
fipXqXI‰H
ηprisq !
ÿ
iPΘdiampIq
fipXqXI‰H
δdiampXiqs ď CδdiampIqs.
Let tIiui be such that πxW px, ρq Ď Ťi Ii and diampIiq ă R, i.e. let tIiui be an R-cover for
πxW px, ρq. Also recall that, by Proposition 4.4, we have ηpxW px, ρqq “ 1. Hence, using the
above inequality, we haveÿ
i
diampIiqs "
ÿ
i
1
δ
π˚ηpIiq ě 1
δ
π˚η
˜ď
i
Ii
¸
ě 1
δ
π˚ηpπxW px, ρqq “ 1
δ
.
Therefore, by the definition of Hausdorff s-measure, HspπxW px, ρqq " 1
δ
. Since δ ą 0 was
arbitrary, this completes the proof. 
Before we turn to the proof of Proposition 4.4, we prove a technical lemma. We say
that i “ pi1, i2, . . .q P Σ is m-periodic if ik “ ik`m for every k ě 1. We say that i P Σ is
m-periodic on pℓ, nq, where n´ ℓ ě m, if ik “ ik`m for ℓ ď k ď n´m.
Lemma 4.5. Let x P Σ and let n P N. Suppose that
mpx, nq :“ mintk : 1 ď k and x|n´k1 “ x|nk`1u ă n{2.
Then, x is mpx, nq-periodic on p1, nq. Moreover, for each 1 ď k ď
Y
n
mpx,nq
]
mpx, nq, we
have x|n´k1 “ x|nk`1 if and only if there exists p P N such that k “ p ¨mpx, nq.
Proof. For convenience, let us write m “ mpx, nq. By the definition of m, we have xℓ “
xm`ℓ for every ℓ “ 1, . . . , n ´ m and, thus, the proof of the first part of the lemma is
complete.
Next, let q :“ X n
m
\
. Note that q ě 2 since m ă n
2
. By using the m-periodicity of x,
we have that xℓ “ xqm`ℓ for every ℓ “ 1, . . . , n´ qm. In other words, x|n´qm1 “ x|nqm`1.
Thus, again using the m-periodicity of x, there are words τ P Λn´qm and ω P Λpq`1qm´n
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such that x “ τωτ . . .ωτ . Hence, for every p “ 1, . . . , q, we have x|n´pm1 “ x|npm`1. In
particular, this yields that x|n´k1 “ x|nk`1 if k “ pm for some p “ 1, . . . , q.
For the other direction, we argue by contradiction. Let us suppose that there exists
some k such that m ∤ k and x|n´k1 “ x|nk`1. By the definition of m, it follows that m ă k.
In order to obtain a contradiction, it is enough to show that
x|nk`1´m “ x|n´k`m1 .
Then, by induction, one can find ℓ P N such that for k1 “ k ´ ℓm ă m, we have
x|nk1`1 “ x|n´k
1
1 , which is a contradiction.
Since x|nn´m`1 “ ωτ and x|n´k1 “ x|nk`1, by using the m-periodicity of x we have
ωτ “ x|nn´m`1 “ x|n´kn´k´m`1 “ x|n´k`mn´k`1 . Similarly, τω “ x|m1 “ x|k`mk`1 “ x|kk`1´m.
Hence, using the m-periodicity of x and the fact that x|m1 “ τω, we have
x|n´k`m1 “ x|n´k1 ωτ “ τωx|n´km`1ωτ “ τωx|n´k´m1 ωτ
“ τωx|n´mk`1 ωτ “ τωx|nk`1 “ x|nk´m`1,
as required. 
5. Construction of the Mass Distribution
Let Φ “ tfiuiPΛ be a conformal iterated function system satisfying the open set condi-
tion. Throughout the next three sections, we fix an x P Σ and a function ρ : N ÞÑ N such
that n ÞÑ ρpnq is monotonically increasing and for which
lim inf
nÑ8
´1
n
log }f 1
x|ρpnq1
pξq} “: α P p0,8q,
where ξ P X. Note that by the bounded distortion property (1.4), we may take ξ to be
any element of X. Let s be the unique solution of the equation P psq “ sα and suppose
that
8ÿ
n“0
eαsn}f 1
x|ρpnq1
pξq}s “ 8.
For a strictly monotonic increasing sequence A “ pAkq of natural numbers, let
CA “ tj P Σ : σℓj R rx|ρpℓq1 s for every Ak ‰ ℓ ě 0 but σAkj P rx|ρpAkq1 s for every k ě 1u.
Observe that for every strictly monotonic increasing sequence A, CA is compact and for
A ‰ A1, CA X CA1 “ H.
In order to achieve the correct dimension (as given by Theorem 1.3), we restrict ourselves
to the sequences A, which are rapidly growing. By taking sequences A which are rapidly
growing, we ensure that CA Ă xW px, ρq but at the same time benefits from as much
freedom as possible between consecutive “hits” of the shrinking target set. The next
lemma guarantees for us an uncountable set of such sequences. To save on notation, let
us write
εpnq :“ eαsn}f 1
x|ρpnq1
pξq}s.
Lemma 5.1. There exist sequences tnku and tmku such that
(i) n1 ą max
 
4, 4
α2
(
,
(ii) n1 ą
ˆ´4 log amin ` α
α
˙2
,
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(iii) n1 ą ´8 log amin
α
ˆ´2 log amin
α
` 2
˙
,
(iv) C
`
asmaxe
´αs˘mint1, α´2 log amin ub1` α´2 log amin?n1ă 1,
and for every n ě n1 ´?n1, we have ρpnq ě α´2 log aminn. Moreover, for every k ě 1,
(1) nk ` ρpnkq ă mk,
(2) maxtmk ` ρpmkq ` 2, p2mk ` ρpmkqq2u ă nk`1,
(3) lim
ℓÑ8
Cp1`sqℓa´2sℓmin e
sαpřℓ´1j“1pmj`ρpmj qq`2ℓqśℓ
j“1
řmj
k“nj εpkq
“ 0,
(4) lim
ℓÑ8
Cp1`sqℓa´2sℓmin e
´sαpnℓ´
řℓ´1
j“1pmj`ρpmjqq´2ℓqśℓ´1
j“1
řmj
k“nj εpkq
“ 0.
Throughout this lemma, C is the constant arising from (1.4).
Proof. First of all note that, by the definition of α, there exists an N P N such that for all
natural numbers n ě N ,
α
2
ď
´ log }f 1
x|ρpnq1
pξq}
n
for any ξ P X. Combining this with the bounds in (1.3) we see that
α
2
ď ´ log a
ρpnq
min
n
“ ´ρpnq log amin
n
.
Thus, for all n ě N ,
ρpnq ě α´2 log aminn.
We now construct sequences tnku and tmku inductively. Let us fix an arbitrary sequence
converging to 0, say pn “ 2´n. We begin by choosing n1 sufficiently large so that (i)-(iv)
hold and n1 ´ ?n1 ě N . Then choose m1 such that n1 ` ρpn1q ă m1. We then proceed
by induction. Suppose that nk and mk satisfying (1)–(4) have already been defined for
k “ 1, . . . , ℓ´ 1. Next, find mℓ such that (1) holds and
Cp1`sqℓa´2sℓmin e
sαpřℓ´1j“1pmj`ρpmjqq`2ℓqśℓ
j“1
řmj
k“nj εpkq
ă pℓ.
This is possible by the divergence of
ř8
k“1 εpkq.
We then find nℓ so that (2) holds and
Cp1`sqℓa´2sℓmin e
´sαpnℓ´
řℓ´1
j“1pmj`ρpmj qq´2ℓqśℓ´1
j“1
řmj
k“nj εpkq
ă pℓ.
This is possible since s, α ą 0. By construction, the sequences tnku and tmku satisfy all
of the required conditions, thus completing the proof of the lemma. 
Let Ξ be the set of sequences such that Ak P rnk,mks for every k ě 1. In the rest of the
paper, we construct the mass distribution η as follows. We define a family of probability
measures tµAuAPΞ, where µA is supported on CA, and an appropriate probability measure
ν on Ξ. We will then set η “ ş µAdνpAq. Clearly, ηpxW px, ρqq “ 1 since, for every A P Ξ,
CA Ă xW px, ρq.
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Let us define
Rpnq :“ maxtm ě 1 : n ě m` ρpmqu.
We adopt the convention that Rpnq “ 1 if n ă 1` ρp1q. Since ρpnq ě α´2 log aminn for every
n ě n1 ´?n1, it follows from the definition of Rpnq that
n ě Rpnq ` ρpRpnqq ě
ˆ
1` α´2 log amin
˙
Rpnq
whenever Rpnq ě n1´?n1. In particular, for every n ě n1´?n1` ρpn1´?n1q we have
Rpnq ď ´2 log amin
α´ 2 log aminn. (5.1)
Let p` 2 ă q be integers such that p ě 0. Let
Ωp,q :“
 
i P Λq´p´2 : i|ℓ`ρpℓq´p´11 ‰ x|ρpℓqp´ℓ`2 for every ℓ “ Rpp`
?
p` 1q ` 1, . . . , p
i|ℓ`ρpℓ`p`1qℓ`1 ‰ x|ρpℓ`p`1q1 for ℓ “ 0, . . . , Rpq ´ 1q ´ p´ 1, and
i|q´p´2ℓ`1 ‰ x|q´p´ℓ´21 for ℓ “ Rpq ´ 1q ´ p, . . . , q ´
?
q
)
Let us recall that
mpx, nq “ mintk : 1 ď k and x|n´k1 “ x|nk`1u.
Observe that if x|n´mpx,nq1 “ x|nmpx,nq`1 then x|
n´mpx,nq´1
1 “ x|n´1mpx,nq`1, and hence,
mpx, n ´ 1q ď mpx, nq for every n ě 3. (5.2)
Next, we define two functions ω, τ : Ξ ÞÑ Σ. For A P Ξ, since the kth coordinates of ω
and τ will only depend on the kth coordinate Ak of A, we will use the notation
ωpAq “ pω1pA1q, ω2pA2q, . . . , ωkpAkq, . . . q,
and τ pAq “ pτ1pA1q, τ2pA2q, . . . , τkpAkq, . . . q.
For a sequence A P Ξ, we define the kth coordinate of ω as follows:
‚ if mpx, ρpAk ´
?
Akqq ă ρpAk ´
?
Akq{2, then choose ωkpAkq to be arbitrary but
not equal to xmpx,ρpAk´
?
Akqq,
‚ otherwise let ωkpAkq be arbitrary.
Similarly, for A P Ξ, define τkpAkq as follows:
‚ if mpx, ρpAkqq ă ρpAkq{2 then choose τkpAkq to be arbitrary but not equal to
x
ρpAkq´
Y
ρpAkq
mpx,ρpAkqq
]
¨mpx,ρpAkqq`1,
‚ otherwise let τkpAkq be arbitrary.
Lemma 5.2. Let y P Λ be such that y ‰ x1 and let y “ py, y, . . .q. For an A P Ξ, let
ΓA :“ ry|A1´11 s ˆ
8ź
k“1
´
tωkpAkqx|ρpAkq1 τkpAkqu ˆ ΩAk`ρpAkq,Ak`1
¯
. (5.3)
Then ΓA Ď CA for every A P Ξ.
Proof. Observe that if i “ pi1, i2, . . .q P ΓA, then i|A1´11 “ y|A1´11 and, for every k ě 1, we
have:
‚ iAk “ ωkpAkq,
‚ iAk`ρpAkq`1 “ τkpAkq,
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‚ i|Ak`ρpAkqAk`1 “ x|
ρpAkq
1 , and
‚ i|Ak`1´1
Ak`ρpAkq`2 P ΩAk`ρpAkq,Ak`1 .
In particular, σAk i P rx|ρpAkq1 s for every k ě 1.
Now let ℓ R A. To show that i P CA, we need to show that σℓi R rx|ρpℓq1 s. We argue by
contradiction, so suppose to the contrary that σℓi P rx|ρpℓq1 s. There are four possible cases
to consider:
(1) Ak ´
X?
Ak
\ ď ℓ ď R´Ak ` ρpAkq ` YaAk ` ρpAkq]` 1¯
(2) R
´
Ak ` ρpAkq `
Ya
Ak ` ρpAkq
]
` 1
¯
` 1 ď ℓ ď Ak ` ρpAkq
(3) Ak ` ρpAkq ` 1 ď ℓ ď RpAk`1 ´ 1q,
(4) RpAk`1 ´ 1q ` 1 ď ℓ ď Ak`1 ´ 1´
Xa
Ak`1
\
.
Suppose that (2) holds. Since σℓi P rx|ρpℓq1 s, we have i|ℓ`ρpℓqAk`ρpAkq`2 “ x|
ρpℓq
Ak`ρpAkq´ℓ`2.
However, i|Ak`1´1
Ak`ρpAkq`2 P ΩAk`ρpAkq,Ak`1 and so, by definition, we have i|
ℓ`ρpℓq
Ak`ρpAkq`2 ‰
x|ρpℓq
Ak`ρpAkq´ℓ`2, which is a contradiction.
Similarly, if (3) holds then again by definition i|ℓ`ρpℓqℓ`1 ‰ x|ρpℓq1 , and hence σℓi R rx|ρpℓq1 s,
a contradiction.
If (4) holds then, by σℓi P rx|ρpℓq1 s, we have i|Ak`1´1ℓ`1 “ x|
Ak`1´1´ℓ
1 . However, it follows
from the fact that i|Ak`1´1
Ak`ρpAkq`2 P ΩAk`ρpAkq,Ak`1 that i|
Ak`1´pAk`ρpAkqq´2
ℓ`1 ‰ x|
Ak`1´pAk`ρpAkqq´ℓ´2
1 .
In particular, this implies that i|Ak`1´1ℓ`1 ‰ x
Ak`1´1´ℓ
1 , which is again a contradiction.
Finally, we turn to the remaining case (1). First, let us consider the case when
Ak ´
X?
Ak
\ ď ℓ ă Ak. Since σℓi P rx|ρpℓq1 s and σAk i P rx|ρpAkq1 s, we have
x|ρpℓqAk`1´ℓ “ i|
ρpℓq`ℓ
Ak`1 “ x|
ρpℓq`ℓ´Ak
1 .
Thus, mpx, ρpℓqq ď Ak ´ ℓ ď
?
Ak. Observe that, by (5.2), we have mpx, ρpℓqq ě
mpx, ρpAk´t
?
Akuqq and also note that x|ρpAk´t
?
Akuq
Ak`1´ℓ “ x|
ρpAk´t
?
Akuq`ℓ´Ak
1 . By Lemma 5.1,
since A P Ξ, we have
ρpAk ´ t
a
Akuq ě α´2 log amin
´
Ak ´
a
Ak
¯
.
By Lemma 5.1(ii), we have
?
Ak ă α´4 log amin
`
Ak ´
?
Ak
˘
and, hence,
mpx, ρpAk ´ t
a
Akuqq ă ρpAk ´ t
?
Akuq
2
.
Thus, it follows from Lemma 4.5 that x ismpx, ρpAk´t
?
Akuqq-periodic on p1, ρpAk ´ t
?
Akuqq.
Furthermore, we also have that there exists q P N such that q ¨mpx, ρpAk ´ t
?
Akuqq “ Ak ´ ℓ.
Hence, by the definition of ωkpAkq and using that i|ρpℓq`ℓℓ`1 “ x|ρpℓq1 , we have
ωkpAkq “ iAk “ iAk´ℓ`ℓ “ iq¨mpx,ρpAk´t?Akuqq`ℓ
“ xq¨mpx,ρpAk´t?Akuqq “ xmpx,ρpAk´t?Akuqq ‰ ωkpAkq,
which is a contradiction.
The proof of the other case Ak ă ℓ ď R
´
Ak ` ρpAkq ` 1`
Ya
Ak ` ρpAkq
]¯
is sim-
ilar. Recall that σAk i P rx|ρpAkq1 s and we are assuming, in order to eventually reach a
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contradiction, that σℓi P rx|ρpℓq1 s. Thus,
x|ρpAkqℓ´Ak`1 “ i|
ρpAkq`Ak
ℓ`1 “ x|ρpAkq´ℓ`Ak1 .
Thus, we have
mpx, ρpAkqq ď ℓ´Ak
ď R
´
Ak ` ρpAkq ` 1`
Ya
Ak ` ρpAkq
]¯
´Ak
ď ρpAkq ` 1`
a
Ak ` ρpAkq ´ ρ
´
R
´
Ak ` ρpAkq ` 1`
Ya
Ak ` ρpAkq
]¯¯
ď ρpAkq ` 1`
a
Ak ` ρpAkq ´ ρ pR pAk ` ρpAkqqq
“ ρpAkq ` 1`
a
Ak ` ρpAkq ´ ρ pAkq
“
a
Ak ` ρpAkq ` 1.
By Lemma 5.1(iii) and the fact that ρpAkq ě αAk´2 log amin , we have
Ak ă α´2 log aminAk
ˆ
α
´8 log aminAk ´ 2
˙
ă ρpAkq
ˆ
ρpAkq
4
´ 2
˙
` 1.
Hence, mpx, ρpAkqq ď
a
Ak ` ρpAkq ` 1 ă ρpAkq{2.
It follows from Lemma 4.5 that there exists p P N such that ℓ ´ Ak “ p ¨mpx, ρpAkqq
and also that x is mpx, ρpAkqq-periodic on p1, ρpAkqq. However, since i|ℓ`ρpℓqℓ`1 “ x|ρpℓq1 , we
have
τkpAkq “ iAk`ρpAkq`1 “ iAk´ℓ`ℓ`ρpAkq`1 “ iρpAkq´p¨mpx,ρpAkqq`ℓ`1
“ xρpAkq´p¨mpx,ρpAkqq`1 “ xρpAkq´
Y
ρpAkq
mpx,ρpAkqq
]
¨mpx,ρpAkqq`1 ‰ τkpAkq,
which contradicts the definition of τkpAkq. 
For i P Λq´p´2, let
Pp,qpiq “ Pprisq,
where P is the measure defined by (4.1). Thus, Pp,q is the probability measure supported
on Λq´p´2 corresponding to the equilibrium state P.
Denote by pΩp,q the subset of Σ such that i P pΩp,q if and only if i|q´1p`2 P Ωp,q. Since P is
σ-invariant by definition, PppΩp,qq “ Pp,qpΩp,qq.
Lemma 5.3. There exists a constant C 1 ą 0 such that for every p ą n1 (with n1 as
defined in Lemma 5.1) and for every q ą maxtp` ρppq ` 2, pp ` 2q2u,
Pp,qpΩp,qq ě 1´ C 1
`
asmaxe
´αs˘min!?p,?q´p, αp´2 log amin ) .
Proof. First, note that mintρpℓ ` p ` 1q, q ´ p ´ 2 ´ ℓu “ ρpℓ ` p ` 1q if and only if
ℓ ď Rpq ´ 1q ´ p´ 1. Furthermore, note that asmaxe´αs ă 1 since α ą 0 and s ą 0.
Denote the complement of pΩp,q by pΩcp,q. Observe that
pΩcp,q Ď
¨˝
pď
ℓ“Rpp`?p`1q`1
σ´pp`1q
”
x|ρpℓqp´ℓ`2
ı‚˛ď¨˝q´?qď
ℓ“0
σ´pℓ`p`2q
”
x|mintρpℓ`p`1q,q´p´2´ℓu1
ı‚˛.
(5.4)
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Then by the σ-invariance of P, for every q ą p` ρppq ` 2 we have
PppΩcp,qq ď pÿ
ℓ“Rpp`?p`1q`1
P
´”
x|ρpℓqp´ℓ`2
ı¯
`
q´?qÿ
ℓ“0
P
´”
x|mintρpℓ`p`1q,q´p´2´ℓu1
ı¯
.
Here, the assumption that q ą p` ρppq` 2 ensures that
”
x|mintρpℓ`p`1q,q´p´2´ℓu1
ı
‰ H for
ℓ ě 0. It then follows from (4.1) and (1.3) that
PppΩcp,qq ď C pÿ
ℓ“Rpp`?p`1q`1
}f 1
x|ρpℓq
p´ℓ`2
pξq}se´pρpℓq´p`ℓ´1qαs
` C
q´?qÿ
ℓ“0
}f 1
x|mintρpℓ`p`1q,q´p´2´ℓu1
pξq}se´mintρpℓ`p`1q,q´p´2´ℓuαs
ď C
pÿ
ℓ“Rpp`?p`1q`1
`
asmaxe
´αs˘ρpℓq`ℓ´p´1 ` C q´?qÿ
ℓ“0
`
asmaxe
´αs˘mintρpℓ`p`1q,q´p´2´ℓu .
Since ℓ ÞÑ ρpℓq ` ℓ´ p´ 1 is a strictly monotonic increasing sequence of integers and
ρpRpp`?p` 1q ` 1q `Rpp`?p` 1q ` 1´ p´ 1 ą p`?p` 1´ p´ 1 “ ?p,
we have
pÿ
ℓ“Rpp`?p`1q`1
`
asmaxe
´αs˘ρpℓq`ℓ´p´1 ď 8ÿ
k“?p
aksmaxe
´αsk
“ pasmaxe´αsq
?
p
8ÿ
k“0
aksmaxe
´αsk
“ pa
s
maxe
´αsq
?
p
1´ asmaxe´αs
.
Next, note that, by Lemma 5.1, since p ą n1 by assumption, we have
ρpℓ` p` 1q ě αpℓ` p` 1q´2 log amin
for any ℓ ě 0. Hence, we have
PppΩcp,qq ď C pasmaxe´αsq
?
p
1´ asmaxe´αs
` C
q´t?quÿ
ℓ“Rpq´1q´p
`
asmaxe
´αs˘q´p´2´ℓ ` C Rpq´1q´p´1ÿ
ℓ“0
`
asmaxe
´αs˘ρpℓ`p`1q
ď C pa
s
maxe
´αsq
?
p
1´ asmaxe´αs
` C
q´Rpq´1q´2ÿ
ℓ“?q´p´2
`
asmaxe
´αs˘ℓ ` C Rpq´1q´p´1ÿ
ℓ“0
`
asmaxe
´αs˘ αpℓ`p`1q´2 log amin
ď C pa
s
maxe
´αsq
?
p
1´ asmaxe´αs
` C
8ÿ
ℓ“?q´p´2
`
asmaxe
´αs˘ℓ ` C 8ÿ
ℓ“0
`
asmaxe
´αs˘ αpℓ`p`1q´2 log amin
ď C pa
s
maxe
´αsq
?
p
1´ asmaxe´αs
` C pa
s
maxe
´αsq
?
q´p´2
1´ asmaxe´αs
` C pa
s
maxe
´αsq
αpp`1q
´2 log amin
1´ pasmaxe´αsq
α
´2 log amin
ď C 1 `asmaxe´αs˘min!?p,?q´p, αp´2 log amin ) .
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Note that, since ℓ ą 0, we require the condition q ą pp ` 2q2 to ensure the middle term
above is valid.
Finally, since Pp,qpΩp,qq “ PppΩp,qq “ 1´ PppΩcp,qq, the statement follows. 
Lemma 5.4. Let 0 ă pn ă 1 be a sequence such that
ř8
n“1 pn ă 8 and maxntpnu ă 1.
Then
ś8
n“1p1´ pnq ą 0.
Proof. Using the Taylor expansion of logp1´ xq, we see that
logp1´ xq “ ´
8ÿ
k“1
xk
k
ě ´x´
8ÿ
k“2
xk
2
“ ´x´ x
2
2p1 ´ xq ě ´x
ˆ
1` 1
2p1´ xq
˙
for every 0 ă x ă 1. Therefore,
8ź
n“1
p1´pnq “
8ź
n“1
elogp1´pnq ě
8ź
n“1
e
´pn
´
1` 1
2p1´maxn pnq
¯
“ e´
´
1` 1
2p1´maxn pnq
¯ř8
n“1 pn ą 0. 
Lemma 5.5. There exists a constant Q ą 0 such that for every A P Ξ,
Ppry|A1´11 sq ¨
8ź
j“1
PAj`ρpAjq,Aj`1pΩAj`ρpAjq,Aj`1q ě Q.
Proof. Observing that asmine
´αs ă 1, it follows from the definitions of P and Ξ combined
with (1.3) that
Ppry|A1´11 sq ě C´1pasmine´αsqA1´1 ě C´1pasmine´αsqm1 ą 0. (5.5)
By Lemma 5.1(1) and Lemma 5.1(2),
?
nj`1 ´mj ´ ρpmjq ě mj ě nj ` ρpnjq ě
b
nj ` ρpnjq ě
dˆ
1` α´2 log amin
˙
nj.
Since Aj P rnj,mjs,
min
"b
Aj ` ρpAjq,
a
Aj`1 ´Aj ´ ρpAjq, αpAj ` ρpAjqq´2 log amin
*
ě min
"b
nj ` ρpnjq,?nj`1 ´mj ´ ρpmjq, αpnj ` ρpnjqq´2 log amin
*
ě min
#dˆ
1` α´2 log amin
˙
nj,
α
´2 log amin
ˆ
1` α´2 log amin
˙
nj
+
ě min
"
1,
α
´2 log amin
*dˆ
1` α´2 log amin
˙
nj.
Hence, by Lemma 5.3,
PAj`ρpAjq,Aj`1pΩAj`ρpAjq,Aj`1q ě 1´C
`
asmaxe
´αs˘min!1, α´2 log amin )c´1` α´2 log amin ¯nj . (5.6)
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Combining (5.5) and (5.6), we have
Ppry|A1´11 sq¨
8ź
j“1
PAj`ρpAjq,Aj`1pΩAj`ρpAjq,Aj`1q
ě C´1pasmine´αsqm1
8ź
j“1
ˆ
1´ C `asmaxe´αs˘?nj min!1, α´2 log amin )b1` α´2 log amin˙
ě C´1pasmine´αsqm1
8ź
n“n1
ˆ
1´ C `asmaxe´αs˘?nmint1, α´2 log amin ub1` α´2 log amin˙ ,
which is a positive constant by Lemma 5.1(iv) and Lemma 5.4. 
Let
Sp,q :“
Pp,q|Ωp,q
Pp,qpΩp,qq .
For a sequence A P Ξ, let Qk be the probability measure on ΛρpAkq`2 such that
Qkpiq “
#
1 if i “ ωkpAkqx|ρpAkq1 τkpAkq,
0 otherwise.
For each A P Ξ, we define a probability measure µA as follows:
µA “ S1,A1`1 ˆ
8ź
k“1
Qk ˆ SAk`ρpAkq,Ak`1 . (5.7)
It follows from Lemma 5.5 that µA is a well-defined probability measure on Σ with
respect to the σ-algebra generated by the cylinder sets, since Lemma 5.5 guarantees that
the normalising factor in the definition of µA is non-zero. Moreover, by construction,
µApΓAq “ 1, where ΓA is the set defined in Lemma 5.2.
Recall that we defined εpnq :“ eαsn}f 1
x|ρpnq1
pξq}s and assumed that ř8k“1 εpnq is a diver-
gent series. Finally, we define the probability measure ν on Ξ as
νprA1, . . . , Aℓsq “
ℓź
j“1
εpAjqřmj
k“nj εpkq
. (5.8)
To see that ν defines a probability measure observe that, for any ℓ P N, we have
m1ÿ
A1“n1
m2ÿ
A2“n2
¨ ¨ ¨
mℓÿ
Aℓ“nℓ
ℓź
j“1
εpAjqřmj
k“nj εpkq
“
m1ÿ
A1“n1
¨ ¨ ¨
mℓÿ
Aℓ“nℓ
εpA1qεpA2q . . . εpAℓqřm1
k“n1 εpkq
řm2
k“n2 εpkq . . .
řmℓ
k“nℓ εpkq
.
By its construction, the measure η :“ ş µAdνpAq is a well-defined probability measure
on Σ with respect to the σ-algebra generated by the cylinder sets. We conclude this section
by observing that ηpxW px, ρqq “ 1. In fact, we actually have the stronger statement that
η
´Ť
APΞ ΓA
¯
“ 1 sinceż
Ξ
µAp
ď
APΞ
ΓAqdνpAq “
ż
Ξ
µApΓAqdνpAq “
ż
Ξ
1dνpAq “ 1.
The conclusion that ηpxW px, ρqq “ 1 follows from the fact that η ´ŤAPΞ ΓA¯ “ 1 upon
recalling that ΓA Ď CA Ď xW px, ρq for every A P Ξ.
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6. Proof of Proposition 4.4
Before we turn to the proof, we give estimates for µApri|k1sq.
Lemma 6.1. For every A P Ξ and every i P ΓA,
µApri|k1sq !
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
}f 1
i|k1
pξq}sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpAℓ´
řℓ´1
j“1 ρpAjq´2ℓq
}f 1
x|k´Aℓ1
pxq}sśℓ´1j“1 }f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}s if Aℓ ď k ă Aℓ ` ρpAℓq,
}f 1
i|k1
pξq}sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpk´řℓj“1 ρpAjq´2ℓqśℓ
j“1 }f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}s if Aℓ ` ρpAℓq ď k ă Aℓ`1,
where C ě 1 is the constant taken here to be the maximum of the constants appearing in
(1.4) and (4.1).
Proof. First suppose that Aℓ ď k ă Aℓ ` ρpAℓq. Then i|kAℓ “ ωℓpAℓqx|
k´Aℓ
1 (see proof of
Lemma 5.2) and thus,
µApri|k1sq “ S1,A1`1pri|A1´21 sq
ℓ´1ź
j“1
SAj`ρpAjq,Aj`1pri|
Aj`1´1
Aj`ρpAjq`2sq.
By Lemma 5.5 we have P1,A1`1pΩ1,A1`1q
śℓ´1
j“1 PAj`ρpAjq,Aj`1pΩAj`ρpAjq,Aj`1q ě Q ą 0,
and hence
µApri|k1sq ď Q´1P1,A1`1pri|A1´21 sq
ℓ´1ź
j“1
PAj`ρpAjq,Aj`1pri|
Aj`1´1
Aj`ρpAjq`2sq.
By (4.1),
µApri|k1sq ď Q´1Cℓ}f 1i|A1´21 pξ0q}
se´αspA1´2q
ℓ´1ź
j“1
}f 1
i|Aj`1´1
Aj`ρpAjq`2
pξjq}se´αspAj`1´Aj´ρpAjq´2q,
where ξ0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξℓ´1 P X are arbitrary. So one can choose ξj “ f 1i|kAj´1pxq, for j “ 0 . . . , ℓ´1
and thus, by the chain rule and (1.4), we have
}f 1
i|A1´21
pξ0q}
ℓ´1ź
j“1
}f 1
i|Aj`1´2
Aj`ρpAjq`2
pξjq}
“ }f 1
i|k1pxq}}f
1
ωℓpAℓqx|k´Aℓ1
pxq}´1
ℓ´1ź
j“1
}f 1
ωjpAjqx|
ρpAj q
1 τjpAjq
pfi|k
Aj`ρpAjq`2
pxqq}´1
ď }f 1
i|k1pxq}C
ℓ´1a´p2ℓ´1qmin }f 1x|k´Aℓ1 pxq}
´1
ℓ´1ź
j“1
}f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}´1,
where in the last inequality we used (1.4) and (1.3). Thus,
µApri|k1sq ! }f 1i|k1pξq}
s ¨ Cp1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e´sαpAℓ´
řℓ´1
j“1 ρpAjq´2ℓq}f 1
x|k´Aℓ1
pxq}´s
ℓ´1ź
j“1
}f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}´s.
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Now, consider the case when Aℓ ` ρpAℓq ď k ă Aℓ`1. Then, similarly to the previous
argument, we have
µApri|k1sq “ S1,A1pri|A1´21 sq
˜
ℓ´1ź
j“1
SAj`ρpAjq,Aj`1pri|
Aj`1´1
Aj`ρpAjq`2sq
¸
¨ SAℓ`ρpAℓq,Aℓ`1pri|kAℓ`ρpAℓq`2sq
! }f 1
i|k1pξq}
s ¨ Cp1`sqℓa´2sℓmin e´sαpk´
řℓ
j“1 ρpAjq´2ℓq
ℓź
j“1
}f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}´s.

Lemma 6.2. Let A P Ξ and i P ΓA be arbitrary. Then, for every k ě n1,
µApri|k1sq !
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
}f 1
i|k1
pξq}sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpAℓ´
řℓ´1
j“1 ρpAjq´2ℓqśℓ
j“1 }f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}s if Aℓ ď k ă nℓ`1
}f 1
i|k1
pξq}sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpnℓ`1´
řℓ
j“1 ρpAjq´2ℓqśℓ
j“1 }f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}s if nℓ`1 ď k ă Aℓ`1,
where C ě 1 is as in Lemma 6.1.
Proof. Let ℓ ě 1 be such that Aℓ ď k ă Aℓ`1. If Aℓ ď k ă nℓ`1 then either k ă Aℓ`ρpAℓq
or k ě Aℓ ` ρpAℓq. If Aℓ ď k ă Aℓ ` ρpAℓq then, by Lemma 6.1,
µApri|k1sq ! }f 1i|k1pξq}
sCp1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpAℓ´
řℓ´1
j“1 ρpAjq´2ℓq ¨
ℓź
j“1
}f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}´s.
Note that it follows from Lemma 5.1(1) and 5.1(2) that Aℓ ´
řℓ´1
j“1 ρpAjq ´ 2ℓ ą 0.
If Aℓ ` ρpAℓq ď k ă nℓ`1 then, by Lemma 6.1 again,
µApri|k1sq ! }f 1i|k1pξq}
sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpk´řℓj“1 ρpAjq´2ℓqśℓ
j“1 }f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}s
ď }f 1
i|k1pξq}
sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpAℓ´
řℓ´1
j“1 ρpAjq´2ℓqśℓ
j“1 }f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}s .
On the other hand, if nℓ`1 ď k ă Aℓ`1 then k ě nℓ`1 ą mℓ ` ρpmℓq ě Aℓ ` ρpAℓq. Thus,
in this case, by Lemma 6.1,
µApri|k1sq ! }f 1i|k1pξq}
sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpk´řℓj“1 ρpAjq´2ℓqśℓ
j“1 }f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}s
ď }f 1
i|k1pξq}
sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpnℓ`1´
řℓ
j“1 ρpAjq´2ℓqśℓ
j“1 }f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}s .

Finally, we turn to the proof of our main proposition.
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Proof of Proposition 4.4. Let δ ą 0 be arbitrary but fixed. One can find L ě 1 such that
all the terms in Lemma 5.1(3) and Lemma 5.1(4) are smaller than δ for every ℓ ě L. Let
us choose K :“ nL ` 1.
Let k ě K and j P Λk be arbitrary. It can be seen that if rjs X ŤAPΞ ΓA “ H then
ηprjsq “ 0 and thus, the bound holds trivially. So, without loss of generality, we may
assume that rjs XŤAPΞ ΓA ‰ H and pick i P ŤAPΞ ΓA such that i|k1 “ j.
There are two possible cases to consider: either mℓ ď k ă nℓ`1 or nℓ ď k ă mℓ for
some ℓ ě 1.
Case 1: mℓ ď k ă nℓ`1
Ifmℓ ď k ă nℓ`1 then there exists a unique sequence A1, . . . , Aℓ such that σAj i P rx|ρpAj q1 s
for j “ 1, . . . , ℓ, and for every sequence A˚ P Ξ such that A˚j ‰ Aj for some j “ 1, . . . , ℓ,
we have ri|k1s X ΓA˚ “ H. Moreover, Aℓ ď k ă nℓ`1. So, by Lemma 6.2,
ηpri|k1sq “
ż
Ξ
µA1pri|k1sqdνpA1q
“
ż
rA1,...,Aℓs
µA1pri|k1sqdνpA1q
! }f 1
i|k1pξq}
sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpAℓ´
řℓ´1
j“1 ρpAjq´2ℓqśℓ
j“1 }f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}s νprA1, . . . , Aℓsq
“ }f 1
i|k1pξq}
sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpAℓ´
řℓ´1
j“1 ρpAjq´2ℓqśℓ
j“1 }f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}s
śℓ
j“1 }f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}seαsAjśℓ
j“1
řmj
k“nj εpkq
“ }f 1
i|k1pξq}
sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
sαpřℓ´1j“1pAj`ρpAjqq`2ℓqśℓ
j“1
řmj
k“nj εpkq
ď δ ¨ }f 1
i|k1pξq}
s.
The final inequality above follows from Lemma 5.1(3) and our choice of δ.
Case 2: nℓ ď k ă mℓ
If nℓ ď k ă mℓ then there exists a unique sequence A1, . . . , Aℓ´1 such that σAj i P rx|ρpAj q1 s
for j “ 1, . . . , ℓ, and for every sequence A˚ P Ξ such that A˚j ‰ Aj for some j “ 1, . . . , ℓ´1,
we have ri|k1s X ΓA˚ “ H. Moreover, there is at most one nℓ ď B ď Rpkq such that
ri|k1s X ΓA1,...,Aℓ´1,B,... ‰ H and in that case ri|k1s X ΓA1,...,Aℓ´1,B1,... “ H for any B1 ‰ B.
To see this, note that if B ą Rpkq then, by definition, ρpBq`B ą k and so it is impossible
for i|k1 to contain (all of) x|ρpBq1 . Motivated by this, we decompose rnℓ,mℓq into three parts
with respect to k:
‚ rnℓ, Rpkqs,
‚ rRpkq ` 1, kq, where i|k1 may contain part, but not all, of x|ρpBq1 , and
‚ rk,mℓq, in which case i|k1 does not contain any of x|ρpBq1 .
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First, suppose that there exists a B P rnℓ, Rpkqs such that ri|k1s X ΓA1,...,Aℓ´1,B,... ‰ H.
Then, by Lemma 6.2,
ηpri|k1sq “
ż
Ξ
µA1pri|k1sqdνpA1q
“
ż
rA1,...,Aℓ´1,Bs
µA1pri|k1sqdνpA1q
! }f 1
i|k1pξq}
sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpB´řℓ´1j“1 ρpAjq´2ℓq
}f 1
x|ρpBq1
pxq}sśℓ´1j“1 }f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}s
εpBqśℓ´1j“1 εpAjqśℓ
j“1
řmj
k“nj εpkq
“ }f 1
i|k1pξq}
sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
sαpřℓ´1j“1pAj`ρpAjqq`2ℓqśℓ
j“1
řmj
k“nj εpkq
ď δ ¨ }f 1
i|k1pξq}
s,
where, again, the last inequality follows from Lemma 5.1(3) and our choice of δ.
If for every B P rnℓ, Rpkqs we have ri|k1s X ΓA1,...,Aℓ´1,B,... “ H, then
ηpri|k1sq “
ż
Ξ
µA1pri|k1sqdνpA1q “
mℓÿ
B“Rpkq`1
ż
rA1,...,Aℓ´1,Bs
µApri|k1sqdνpAq.
First, we give an estimate for the part B “ k, . . . ,mℓ. By Lemma 6.2 we have
mℓÿ
B“k
ż
rA1,...,Aℓ´1,Bs
µApri|k1sqdνpAq
!
mℓÿ
B“k
}f 1
i|k1pξq}
sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpnℓ´
řℓ´1
j“1 ρpAjq´2ℓqśℓ´1
j“1 }f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}s
εpBqśℓ´1j“1 εpAjqśℓ
j“1
řmj
k“nj εpkq
“
mℓÿ
B“k
}f 1
i|k1pξq}
sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpnℓ´
řℓ´1
j“1pAj`ρpAjqq´2ℓqεpBqśℓ
j“1
řmj
k“nj εpkq
ď }f 1
i|k1pξq}
sC
p1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpnℓ´
řℓ´1
j“1pAj`ρpAjqq´2ℓqśℓ´1
j“1
řmj
k“nj εpkq
ď δ ¨ }f 1
i|k1pξq}
s.
The last inequality above follows from Lemma 5.1(4) and our choice of δ.
Finally, to estimate the part corresponding to B “ Rpkq, . . . , k ´ 1, note that we have
B ă k ă B ` ρpBq. Also note that it can be shown via the chain rule and the bounded
distortion property (1.4) that }f
x|k´B1 pxq}
´s}f
x|ρpBq1
pxq}s “ }f
x|ρpBq
k´B`1
pxq}s. Hence, using
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Lemma 6.1 directly, we see that
k´1ÿ
B“Rpkq`1
ż
rA1,...,Aℓ´1,Bs
µApri|k1sqdνpAq
!
k´1ÿ
B“Rpkq`1
}f 1
i|k1pξq}
s
Cp1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
´sαpB´řℓ´1j“1 ρpAjq´2ℓq ¨ }f 1
x|k´B1
pxq}´sśℓ´1
j“1 }f 1
x|ρpAjq1
pxq}s
εpBqśℓ´1j“1 εpAjqśℓ
j“1
řmj
k“nj εpkq
“
k´1ÿ
B“Rpkq`1
}f 1
i|k1pξq}
s
Cp1`sqℓa´2ℓsmin e
sαpřℓ´1j“1pAj`ρpAjqq`2ℓq ¨ }f 1
x|ρpBqk´B`1
pxq}sśℓ
j“1
řmj
k“nj εpkq
.
Thus, it follows from Lemma 5.1(3) and our choice of δ, combined with (1.3), that
k´1ÿ
B“Rpkq`1
ż
rA1,...,Aℓ´1,Bs
µApri|k1sqdνpAq ! }f 1i|k1pξq}
s ¨ δ
k´1ÿ
B“Rpkq`1
pamaxqspρpBq`B´kq
ď }f 1
i|k1pξq}
sδ
8ÿ
B“0
pamaxqspρpRpkq`B`1q`Rpkq`1`B´kq
ď }f 1
i|k1pξq}
sδ
8ÿ
B“0
pamaxqBs
! δ}fi|ki pξq}
s.
The proof of Proposition 4.4 is complete upon noting that }f 1
i|k1
pξq} ď CdiampXq´1diampXi|k1 q
by (1.5). 
7. Limitation of the Mass Transference Principle
We conclude the paper by showing that the shrinking target sets considered here do
not satisfy the conditions of the Mass Transference Principle if the underlying iterated
function system consists of maps with different contraction ratios. More precisely, in this
section, we consider iterated function systems of the form
Φ “ tfi : x P Rd ÞÑ aiOix` biuiPΛ, (7.1)
where ai P p0, 1q, bi P Rd, and Oi is a rotation. We will be particularly interested in the
case when there exist i, j P Λ such that ai ‰ aj .
First, we state a corresponding version of the Mass Transference Principle, introduced by
Beresnevich and Velani in [6], which is most applicable in our current setting. Theorem 7.1
below can be deduced from [6, Theorem 3], which was the result used by Levesley, Salp,
and Velani in [32] to study Diophantine Approximation on the middle-third Cantor set.
Theorem 7.1 (Beresnevich – Velani, [6]). Let Φ be a self-similar iterated function system
of the form (7.1) with attractor X satisfying the open set condition. Let ψ : N ÞÑ R`
be a monotonic decreasing function and denote by αpψq the shrinking rate of ψ. Let
s be the solution to
ř
iPΛ e
´αsasi “ 1 and let us write d “ dimHX. Let x P X, let
Ψpiq “ diampXiqψp|i|q, and let W px,Ψq be the set defined in (1.8). If, for any ball B Ă Rd,
HdpB XW px,Ψs{dqq “ HdpB XXq
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then, for any ball B Ă Rd,
HspB XW px,Ψqq “ HspB XXq.
Recall from (1.8) that
W px,Ψq “ ty P X : }y ´ fipxq} ă Ψpiq for infinitely many i P Λ˚u.
Recall that the shrinking rate αpψq of ψ is defined to be αpψq :“ lim infnÑ8´ logψpnqn .
We show that if 0 ă αpψq ă 8 and there exist i, j P Σ such that ai ‰ aj, then the Mass
Transference Principle is not applicable in general.
Proposition 7.2. Let Φ be a self-similar iterated function system of the form (7.1) with
attractor X satisfying the strong separation condition. Suppose that there exist i, j P Λ
such that ai ‰ aj . Let ψ : N ÞÑ R` be a monotonic decreasing function with shrinking rate
αpψq P p0,8q. Let s be the solution to řiPΛ e´αsasi “ 1 and write d “ dimHX. Let x P X,
let Ψpiq “ diampXiqψp|i|q, and let W px,Ψq and W px,Ψs{dq be the sets as defined by (1.8).
Then,
HdpW px,Ψs{dqq “ 0.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that diampXq “ 1. Throughout the
proof, let x be the unique coding of x, i.e. πpxq “ x. The uniqueness of this encoding is
guaranteed by the strong separation condition.
Let us define λ to be the natural σ-invariant ergodic probability measure on Σ, whose
projection is equivalent to Hd|X . That is, π˚λ “ λ ˝ π´1 “ H
d|X
HdpXq . Moreover, for each
i “ pi1, . . . , inq P Λ˚,
λpri1, . . . , insq “ paiqd.
Here we use the notation ai “ ai1ai2 . . . ai|i|.
Let χ :“ ´řiPΛ adi log ai “ ´ ş log ai1dλpiq and let
F “
#
i P Σ : lim
nÑ8
´1
n
log ai|n1 “ limnÑ8
´1
n
nÿ
k“1
log aik “ χ
+
.
By Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem (see, for example, [13, Theorem 2.30] or [42, Theorem 1.14]),
λpF q “ 1.
Now, letxW px,Ψs{dq :“ !j P Σ : }πpjq ´ πpixq} ă paiqs{dψp|i|qs{d for infinitely many i P Λ˚) .
Since Φ satisfies the strong separation condition and so points in the symbolic space Σ
uniquely encode points in X, we have that
πxW px,Ψs{dq “W px,Ψs{dq. (7.2)
Furthermore, recall that π˚λ “ H
d|X
HdpXq . Thus, since λpF q “ 1, it is sufficient to show that
λpxW px,Ψs{dq X F q “ 0.
Next, let i, j P Σ let |i^ j| “ mintk ě 1 : ik ‰ jku ´ 1 and let i^ j “ i1, . . . , i|i^j| be the
common part of i and j. If |i ^ j| “ 0 then we define i^ j as the empty word. We make
the following claim.
Claim 1. If j P xW px,Ψs{dq X F then |j ^ ix| ě |i| for infinitely many i P Λ˚ such that
}πpjq ´ πpixq} ă paiqs{dψp|i|qs{d.
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Proof of Claim 1. Suppose to the contrary that there exists N “ Npjq ě 1 such that if
|i| ą N and }πpjq ´ πpixq} ď paiqs{dψp|i|qs{d then |j^ ix| ă |i|.
Let δ “ mini‰j dpfipXq, fjpXqq ą 0 where, for subsets A,B Ă Rn, dpA,Bq “ mint}a´
b} : a P A and b P Bu. Then from the definitions of the common part i^ j and δ ą 0 and
(4.2) we have
δaj^ix ď aj^ix}πpσ|j^ix|jq ´ πpσ|j^ix|ixq}
“ }fj^ixpπpσ|j^ix|jqq ´ fj^ixpπpσ|j^ix|ixqq}
“ }πpjq ´ πpixq}
ď paiqs{dψp|i|qs{d.
The last equality above holds by assumption.
Since s ă d and we are assuming that |j^ix| ą |i|, it follows from the previous inequality
that
δ ď paj^ixqs{d´1paσ|j^ix|iqs{dψp|i|qs{d ď paj^ixqs{d´1ψp|i|qs{d ď paj||i|1 q
s{d´1ψp|i|qs{d.
Thus, since j P F
0 ě lim inf
nÑ8
´1
n
logpaj|n1 qs{d´1ψpnqs{d “
´s
d
´ 1
¯
χ` s
d
α. (7.3)
Let
DKLpλ}Pq :“
ÿ
iPΛ
λpiq log λpiq
Ppiq
denote the Kullback-Leibler divergence (or relative entropy) of the measure λ with respect
to P, where P is the measure defined in (4.1). See [34, Section 2.6] for a definition of
Kullback-Leibler divergence. It is a property of the Kullback-Leibler divergence that
0 ď DKLpλ}Pq and 0 “ DKLpλ}Pq if and only if λ “ P.
Since α ą 0, we have that s ă d. By the assumption that there exist contraction ratios
ai ‰ aj , it follows that there exists i P Λ such that eαsasi ‰ adi . Indeed, otherwise we
would have that ad´si “ eαs “ ad´sj for every i, j P Λ, which is impossible. Thus, λ ‰ P
and it follows from the definitions of the measures P and λ that
0 ă DKLpλ}Pq “ ps´ dqχ` sα, (7.4)
but this contradicts (7.3). 
Claim 1 combined with (4.2) implies that for every j P xW px,Ψs{dqXF there are infinitely
many i P Λ˚ such that j||i|1 “ i and
paiqs{dψp|i|qs{d ą }πpjq ´ πpixq} “ }fipπpσ|i|jqq ´ fipπpxqq} “ ai}πpσ|i|jq ´ πpxq}.
Hence,xW px,Ψs{dqXF Ď ti P Σ : }πpσniq´x} ă pai|n1 qs{d´1ψpnqs{d for infinitely many n P NuXF.
(7.5)
By the definition of F , it follows from Egorov’s Theorem (see, for example, [27, Theorem
12.1]) that, for every ε ą 0 there exists a set E Ă F such that λpEq ą 1´ε and the sequence
of functions i ÞÑ ´1
n
log ai|n1 converges uniformly to χ on E.
In particular, there exists a natural number N “ NpEq such that for every i P E and
every n ě N
a
s{d´1
i|n1 ψpnq
s{d ă e´ n2dDKLpλ}Pq.
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To see this, recall the right-hand equalities of (7.3) and (7.4). Thus,xW px,Ψs{dq X E ĎW 2 :“ tj P Σ : }πpσnjq ´ x} ă e´ n2dDKLpλ}Pq for infinitely many n P Nu
“ tj P Σ : }πpjq ´ fipxq} ă aie´
|i|
2d
DKLpλ}Pq for infinitely many i P Λ˚u.
Since ÿ
iPΛ˚
paie´
|i|
2d
DKLpλ}Pqqd “
8ÿ
n“1
e´nDKLpλ}Pq{2
˜ÿ
iPΛ
adi
¸n
ă 8,
we have that λpW 2q “ HdpπpW 2qq “ 0 by Theorem 1.4. Hence, by (7.2) and the fact that
λpF q “ 1 we have
HdpW px,Ψs{dqq “ HdpXq ¨ λpxW px,Ψs{dqq
“ HdpXq ¨ λpxW px,Ψs{dq X F q
ď HdpXq ¨ `λpW 2q ` λpF zEq˘
ă HdpXq ¨ ε.
Finally, since ε ą 0 was arbitrary and HdpXq is finite by (1.7), the statement follows. 
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